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LOCAL

Water district will
flush hydrants
Murray Water District 3 will
flush fire hydrants Wednesday
from noon to 3 p.m.
Don't wash clothes until water
runs clear

Rotary telethon
puts focus on
community
The eighth annual Rotary
Club Telethon began Monday
night at Murray State University.
The four-night telethon, which
concludes Thursday, is being
shown over MSU Channel 11
and by both Murray and Calloway County high school Cablevision channels It airs each night
from 7 to 10 p m
Money raised through the
telethon is strictly through advertisements Eighty percent of the
proceeds will go to the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters program of
Calloway County
Programming for the telethon
focuses on the Murray Independent School District Monday), the Calloway County
School District Tuesday), Murray State University Wednesday) and the Murray-Calloway
County community Thursday)
"Our purpose is really threefold," said Betty Boston, president of the Murray Rotary Club
One thing we want to do is entertain people and tell them
things about the community they
might not know,
-The second purpose is to
raise money We re not asking
people to send us money -- we
get that through advertising. We

just want people to enjoy the
show," she continued.
"The third purpose is to highlight each school system and allow students to show their skills
by showing videos they have
produced."

STATE

Fire destroys
WKU frat house
BOWLING GREEN, Ky k AP)
— A fire swept through a fraternity house near the Western
Kentucky University campus
early today, rousing sleeping
students to flee for safety in
their nightclothes.
The fire broke out shortly
before 2:30 a.m. CST and gutted the 2 1/2-story Kappa Alpha
fraternity house. All 15 occupants
escaped unharmed.
"It was pretty chaotic," said
fraternity member Josh Ballard,
who was awakened by fire
alarms and smells of smoke.
"A lot of guys weren't aware
of what was going on."
One student dashed back
into the burning house to rescue another fraternity member
asleep on the top floor, Ballard said.
Once firefighters arrived, the
back of the house was engulfed
in flames. The roof later collapsed as firefighters worked to
contain the blaze.
'There's nothing left to really save," said Bowling Green
assistant fire chief Greg Turner.
Ballard, a 21-year-old junior,
stood alongside other fraternity
members to stare at the smoldering remains of their house.

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
40 to 45. Wind becoming northwest around 10 mph.
Sunday...Mostly sunny. High
near 60.
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CCFR firefighter Josh Hammack waters down the house (above) at 2777 Roosevelt Road as another volunteer finishes putting on his protective gear. At left, a CCFR firefighter breaks
through a window to allow access to the flames during Monday's house fire. The house was a
total loss, but no injuries were reported.

Morning blaze destroys county home
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A fire destroyed a county home
Monday, burning through a double roof that included a tar roof,
which occasionally sent black
smoke roiling downwind toward
firefighters battling the blaze.
"The smoke was so thick even
the guys running the trucks needed (an airpack) 200 feet away,"

said Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Chief Greg Cherry.
Two dozen firefighters in six
trucks responded to the fire that
eventually destroyed the Roosevelt
Road home of Andy and Janeen
Burkeen. Firefighters returned to the
site about 3:30 p.m. Monday after
the roof reignited.
The fire apparently began near
a bedroom, Andy Burkeen said.

He said he wasn't sure how it began.
"It just started in the closet,"
he said. The closet was full of
clothes, he added.
Janeen Burkeen was in the house
when the fire started, he said.
A woman who said she was a
relative said Janeen Burkeen reported hearing a popping sound just
before the fire was discovered.
The fire was reported by a 91 I

call at 9:49 a.m. Monday, according to Calloway County Sheriff's
Department records.
Firefighters spent about four
hours battling the blaze Monday
morning as flames, pushed by an
occasional gushed of wind, shot
out from under the roof of the
white cinder block house.
Flames cut through the thick
black smoke and, at one point,

rose about 30 feet above the ground,
crackling the dead leaves on a
nearby tree as firefighters' bells
sounded to warn them their airpacks were running low.
Firefighters spent about another hour on the fire Monday afternoon when they returned, Cherry
said.
"They (the Burkeens) did not
have any insurance on it," he said.

Grand ury indicts alleged meth makers
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A Calloway County grand jury
has indicted three Missouri residents on felony methamphetarninemaking charges enhanced by
firearms possession.
The grand jury filed formal
charges against Ronnie Norman
Bugg, 42; his brother, Mark Schoh
Bugg, 40; and Donna Jean Davis,

38, on Nov. 9. All three are from
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
They are charged with enhanced
manufacturing meth, a Class A
felony, after members of the Calloway County Sheriff's Department and Drug Enforcement
Agency raided their Elizabeth Lane
homes near Anderson Shores on
Oct. 8.
Authorities allegedly found

anhydrous ammonia, denatured
alcohol and other chemicals and
materials used to make meth, as
well as about 75 grams of finished product.
They also allegedly found a
rifle, shotgun and two .357-caliber Magnum handguns, which
enhanced the charges against Davis
and Ronnie Bugg. Mark Bugg's
charges were enhanced because of

a prior conviction.
ijuana, drug paraphernalia and
Mark Bugg is also charged with defaced firearm possession charges
possession of drug paraphernalia, as Mark Bugg.
In -other matters, the grand jury
possession of marijuana and possession of a handgun by a con- indicted Howel Brent Cathey, 44,
victed felon, all Class D felonies, of Locust Grove Road, on charges
and possession of a defaced firearm,- of first-degree wanton endangerment, a Class D felony, and firsta Class A misdemeanor.
_
Ronnie Bugg and Davis, who
lived with Mark Bugg, also face
one count each of the same mar- • See Page 2

Cody pushes for highe teaching standards
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Education Commissioner Bill Cody says
Kentucky should have higher standards for new and prospective teachers.
Those making the cut should

be trained better, paid more and
given the means to keep up to
date in their fields.
There has been "growing recognition that there needs to ,be additional support of teachers," Cody
said in a news conference Monday. Also, "teachers need to be

better prepared by co leges and
universities as they come into the
system."
Cody said he was trying to get
a public discussion going, and to
that end he outlined nearly two
dozen proposals for improving the
profession. He said he did not

consult with other groups.
Cody said the most important
of his proposals were higher standards for prospective teachers and
"academic enrichment" for thOse
already in the classroom.
Because districts often, scramble to fill teaching slots, many

teachers "have very little in-depth
knowledge of academic subjects
they're assigned to teach," Cody
said.
Possible remedies are paid sabbaticals, tuition reimbursement for

III See Page 2

Residents gather for breakfast Murray to switch
to 270 area code

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Building on the theme of the
YMCA,"Spirit, Mind and Body,"
the Murray Family YMCA hopes
a community Thanksgiving prayer
breakfast will bring the community together.
The YMCA sponsored Tuesday's breakfast, and organizers
are hopeful they can built an
annual event that will bring Christians of all denominations together.
"I hope we can come together, not as Baptists, Methodists
or Catholics, but as Christ's
church unified," YMCA director
Dean Ehrenheim told the crowd
at Murray's National Guard
Armory.
Attendees heard a testimony
from Murray State University basletbill player Aaron Page and
the keynote speech from MSU
football coach Denver Johnson.
Page, a junior from Austin,
Texas, told the gathering about
his conversion experience and
his commitment to Christ.
He also thanked the community for making him feel at home
during his stay at MSU.
"They've really showed the
love of Christ," Page said.

DAVID RAMEY/Ledger & Tomes photos

Murray State University Racer Football Coach Denver
Johnson encouraged residents to pray for the commti
nity.

Johnson told a story about
his father, who worked in the
oil fields in Oklahoma. Johnson
said his father's prayers had been
instrumental in his football career
and his life.
Johnson's father died in 1983.

"I'm a product of prayer::
Johnson said. "I wasn•t lucky.
I was the beneficiary- ot father
who prayed for his children.

• See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — After repeated and resounding public
complaints, the -Public Service Commission has decided to split the
502 area code and scrap the idea of putting new 10-digit numbers
in the existing area.
Monday's PSC order makes no mention of when the 270 area
code will go into effect or exactly where.
Louisville and some of its surrounding area will keep the 502
area code. The new 270 area code will be assigned to the rest of
what is now the 502 area, including Murray.
The new area code does not follow specific political boundaries,
such as county lines. It follows telephone company network boundaries, which cannot be split.
The northern boundary of the new area code will be roughly the
telephone exchanges of North Garrett, Radcliff., Elizabethtown, Hodgenville, Buffalo, Lebanon and Loretto. A map from the PSC also
indicates that Lawrenceburg, Frankfort, Georgetown, Owenton and
Ghent will remain in 502.
A release from the PSC said the new area code will not take
effect for several months and there is a six-month grace period for
dialing the old number. Officials had said earlier that new telephone
exchanges will run out in April.
The new solution retains seven-digit dialing, including in those
areas that have existing local calling.
PSC officials released their order after the close of business Monday and could not be reached for comment or explanation.
The commission earlier proposed assignment of 270 area code
numbers as new telephones were hooked up in the existing 502 code.
That could have resulted in next-door neighbors having different
area codes and having to dial 10 digit telephone numbers.
Hundreds of people complained about the idea during public hearings in recent weeks. Murray residents had an opportunity to attend
a hearing in Paducah where the majority spoke out against 10-digit
dialing.
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degree persistent felony offender,
a Class B felony.
Cathey allegedly drove along
the road while Richard Chamberlain, an automobile repossessor
from Hickory, clung to the hood.
Chamberlain, who was trying
to repossess Cathey's Nissan Maxima Aug. 27 for Hippie's Recovery in Paducah, was sitting on the
hood of the car while Cathey was
removing items from the interior,
according to sheriff's department
records.
Cathey allegedly started the car
and drove four or five miles with
Chamberlain hanging on before
stopping long enough to let him
off, the records said.
Cathey had been convicted of
murder and assault in 1979 in
McCracken County and storehouse
breaking in 1973 in Calloway County.
The panel also returned no-true
bills against Kevin Wade Turner
and Gerald Robert Bucy.
Turner, 26, of Crawford Trail,
had been charged with first-degree
rape stemming for allegedly forcing a New Concord woman to
have sex after she had hadi too
much to drink at an Sept. 26 party.
He later pleaded guilty to thirddegree sexual abuse, a Class B
misdemeanor, in Calloway District
Court, and ordered to have no
contact with the woman and to
commit no offenses for two years.
Bucy, 49, of Princeton, had been
charged in June with three felony
counts of theft of a motor vehicle registration plate, having no

Kentucky registration plate and having no registration receipt.
In other cases, the grand jury
indicted:
• Betty J. Lamb, 48, of Hazel, who
is charged with 31 counts of seconddegree forgery, a Class D felony, for
allegedly altering checks made to her
by Effie Edwards of Hazel, whom
Lamb stayed with. between December 1996 and August 1998.
Lamb allegedly wrote out one
amount, had Edwards sign it, then
changed the amount, milking the
woman's account for $53.000, according to a Calloway County Sheriff's
Department report.
• Larry G. McCarty. 50. of Kenwood Circle, on charges of driving
on a DUI-suspended license and thirdoffense drunken driving (enhanced),
both Class D felonies, and third-offense
DUI, a Class A misdemeanor.
Authorities stopped him and charged
him with DUI twice, including once
when his blood-alcohol level was 2
3/4 times higher than the legal limit
of .10 percent, in about a month's
time, according to court records.
• Ted C. Leopard II, 25, of Hazel,
who is charged with three counts of
third-degree assault, a Class D felony,
and first-degree persistent felony
offender, a Class B felony.

• Cody...

Leopard allegedly using a sock containing a bar of soap to strike three
Calloway County Detention Center
employees Sept. 16 after he allegedly refused to return to an isolation
cell, according to court records. He
was been convicted of felony theft
and drug trafficking in 1993.
• Giles G. Brotherton, 20, of South
Fifth Street. who is charged with traf-

From Page 1

cation has, in fact, received more
attention of late. The Lexington
graduate study and "signing bonus- Herald-Leader reported Sunday that
es" for teachers who agree to work Kentucky has some of the counin regions with shortages, he said. try's most lenient standards.
Asked about possible costs, Cody
College students need only a
declined to speculate. He said some C-plus average in general educamoney already being spent could tion courses to get into teacher'
be redirected.
preparation programs, and KenFor example, teachers get extra tucky allows some of the lowest
pay for advanced certification — passing scores on tests that deterregardless of whether it pertains mine who becomes a teacher, the
to what they teach. Many are cer- newspaper reported.
tified for school administration,
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
A report commissioned last year
Cody said.
CATCHING YOUR BREATH: A Calloway County Fire-Rescue
advocacy groups — the
Limiting pay supplements to by two
volunteer tends to breathing equipment used Monday morning
Committee for Academic
Prichard
those whose advanced certification
fighting a fire that destroyed a home near Dexter.
in
Excellence and The Partnership for
is directly related to teaching likesaid
most
Kentucky
Schools
—
ly would mean fewer going into
is
administration, Cody said. "And I refresher training for teachers
technique
rather
than
focused
on
can't believe the kids wouldn't be
helping teachers learn about subbetter off," he said.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Gov. ing of gubernatorial campaigns.
Teacher preparation and certifi- jects they teach.
Paig Patton has created the initial Former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson,
campaign committee for his re- who was pondering another race,
ItSMIRVANV's iit
election effort next year.
was among those who complained
He is the third person to form that the public financing law effecan exploratory committee, includ- tively made them candidates by
ing Gatewood Galbraith, who has imposing spending limits even
filed as an independent, eschew- before they had made a decision.
The Dividend Income Trust seeks to provide the potential for
ing the Democratic Party where
high and rising dividend income by investing in a portfolio of
The committees can raise up
he ran twice for governor and to $90,000 from individual conapproximately 23 common and preferred stocks of financially strong
once for commissioner of agricul- tributors and political action comcompanies. We believe this trust may provide investors with a high
ture on his platform to legalize mittees..
level of current income, a growing income stream, and capital
appreciation potential over the three-year life of the trust.
hemp.
Patton said Friday he intended
Exploratory committees are new, to seek another term, but put off
The stocks for this trust were carefully selected by the Hilliard
allowed by the General Assembly any decision about his choice of
Lyons Research Department. Stocks were scrutinized for:
after the 1995 election and the a running mate until just before
• the financial capacity of each company to pay current and future
initiation of partial public financ- the Jan. 26 filing deadline.
dividends;
• their ability to weather economic and stock market turbulence;
s potential to increase dividends under a variety of economic
scenarios;
>, a broad range of industry sectors to provide diversification and
balance to the portfolio.
his wife Danita found out that
From Page 1
their 4-year-old daughter Kelsey
However as with all similar investments,there can be no guarantee
I iick did not have a thing to do had leukemia.
trust objectives wffi be met. Call today to find out more!
\xith it."
Johnson said he learned once
Johnson told about April 1, 1996, more the benefits of prayer.
,
Tom Ewing
Betty Boston
when he fulfilled a dream by being
by
overwhelmed
were
just
"We
Financial Consultant
Vice President - Investments
named to the football staff at the prayers and outpouring of love
Financial Consultant
Oklahoma University.
and support," Johnson said. "We
and
Johnson
same
day,
the
But
had enough determination and
414 Main Street• Murray,KY 42071•(502)753-3366
courage to meet the situation, and
the only thing I can attribute ttit
is to prayer."
•
Johnson encouraged the 'audience to "pray for our families,
our neighbors, our school, our
Pick 3
11 B Hilliard, W L Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIP(
community and our leaders."
7-8-1

Exploratory committee created
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www.shelterins.com
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Harold "Jack" Romaine
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ficking in manjuana within 1.000 yards support for allegedly failing to pay
of a school, a Class D felony. He $3,697 between December 1997 and
allegedly sold an undercover police offi- October 1998.
• Frank and Cheryl McKinney, of
cer a $20 bag of marijuana May 7
Dexter, ages unknown, on one count
from his home near Murray Middle
each of second-degree criminal abuse,
School.
a Class D felony, for allegedly hit
• Christopher Douglas Bell, 19, ting a girl under the age of 12 with
formerly of Paris, Tenn., who is charged a belt and/or a wooden paddle in
with theft of a motor vebicle regis- October.
• Ronald B. Wallace, age and
tration plate, a Class D felony. He
allegedly had a plate decal, which had address unknown, on charges of secbeen reported stolen by Douglas Bell ond-offense possession of drug paraof West Main Street, on Sept. 1 when phernalia. a Class D
and pos
he was stopped and cited on traffic session of marijuana, a Class A mis
offenses in Marshall County.
demeanor.
• Mark Thomas, age and address
The grand jury also issued a sum
unknown, on charges of first-degree mons for Kenneth Hart. age and address
wanton endangerment. a Class D felony, unknown, who is charged with flaand third-degree criminal mischief, a' grant non-support, a Class D felony,
misdemeanor.
for allegedly failing to pay $14,129
• Edwin Martin Jones, 40, of New between August 1993 and September
Concord, on a charge of flagrant non- 1998.

f

759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

HILLIARD LYONS

Shelter Insurance Co... Home Office 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218
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Conditions could set trap for Iraq

AROUND THE STATE

WASHINGTON (AP) — While
President Clinton again stopped
short of attacking Iraq, he also could
be setting a trap that forces President Saddam Hussein to make a
difficult choice between an embarrassing surrender and devastating
airstrikes.
It would take a complete turnaround from past positions for the
Iraqi leader to meet all five criteria listed by Clinton for judging
Iraq's compliance with U.N.
weapons inspections. His track
record suggests he will not meet
the terms.
And if he doesn't, Clinton could
again have reason to order the
assault that Saddam barely averted over the weekend by allowing
the U.N. inspectors to return —
this time unconditionally — to
hunt for weapons of mass destruction.
William
Defense Secretary
Cohen said Monday that U.S. forces
sent to the Gulf in the past week
would stay there, but that other

UK debit-card pizza deal on hold
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A Fayette County judge has ordered
the University of Kentucky to temporarily stop offering a controversial deal that allowed students to pay for pizzas using chool•
issued debit cards.
The campus' Domino's Pizza requested a restraining order against
UK regarding its student Plus Accounts. Circuit Judge Gary D.
Payne issued a temporary restraining order Monday.
Beginning last month, students were allowed to charge pizzas
to the UK debits cards apd send the bill to their parents or whoever pays their college bills, but only if the pizza came from
Papa John's
Domino's filed a lawsuit last month, questioning the way UK
chose its primary pizza provider during the summer.
Four pizza businesses — Domino's, Papa John's, Pizza Hut and
Mad Mushroom Pizza — competed for the debit-card deal. The
businesses submitted bids that specified the commissions they
would pay to UK if they were selected. Papa John's bid offered
the lowest commission percentage to the university.

Branch improperly charged fee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A branch of the Kentucky Department of Agriculture improperly charged a $5 handling fee for
public records, according to an attorney general's opinion.
The Kentucky Open Records Act permits an agency to charge
a "reasonable fee" for copies, which the state Court of Appeals
has determined to be 10 cents per page. The fee cannot exceed
actual cost of reproduction and staff cost cannot be included.
"There is no provision in the'Open Records Act for the charging of a $5.00 fee for handling and processing an open records
request," Monday's opinion by Assistant Attorney General James
M. Ringo said.
It was written for Robert Lee Kemper Jr. of Louisville, who
asked the department's pesticides division for records of complaints or inspections at two addresses in Jefferson County.
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Group complains about church visit
BALTIMORE (AP) — An election-eve church speech by President Clinton has provoked a complaint to the Internal Revenue
Service, claiming the church violated its tax-exempt status.
Americans United for the Separation of Church and State said
the Nov. 1 service at New Psalmist Baptist Church amounted to
a Democratic rally, The (Baltimore) Sun reported today.
Clinton was joined there by Gov.%Parris Glendening, who was
re-elected two days later.
Edward Smith Jr., an attorney for New Psalmist, said neither
he nor the church has been informed by the IRS of any investigation. He denied the church endorsed anyone.

Teens planned bloodbath, police say
BURLINGTON, Wis. (AP) — Five boys who complained they
were being picked on plotted to kill certain staff members and
students in,a classroom-to-classroom bloodbath at their high school,
police said Monday.
The boys, all 15 or 16, told police they had intended to carry
out the attack Monday using guns stolen from one of the youngsters' homes, said Assistant Police Chief Gary Large.
But that teen-ager got cold feet and tried to back out, so the
group never got the guns, police said.
An informant tipped police to the alleged plot and all five
teen-agers were taken into custody Sunday night.
Two were released without being charged. The three others appeared
in juvenile court Monday and were ordered held without bail on
charges of conspiracy to commit murder.
One of the youths who was released told WISN-TV of Milwaukee that the plot was just a joke he and his friends started
because one of them was angry at his parents.
"It was just like a little joke, but everybody's taking it way
too serious," the youth said.

Satellite operators move equipment
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Satellites were being maneuvered
Monday to reduce the possibility of damage as Earth moved
through debris in the tail of a comet that was expected to produce the heaviest meteor shower in decades.
The space storm was expected to peak Tuesday, exposing the
world's 600-plus satellites to possible collisions with speeding particles of grit from comet Temple-Tuttle.
The particles, most no bigger than a grain of sand, can poke
holes in solar panels, pit lenses, blast away mirror coatings or
cause damaging electromagnetic pulses.
While private and government satellite operators took precautions to reduce exposure during the 10-hour Leonid meteor storm,
the odds were against any satellites actually being damaged, experts
said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Cigarette makers have agreed to a $206
billion settlement of state lawsuits
that would prohibit tobacco companies from advertising on billboards, city buses and those Tshirts so popular with teen-agers.
But the deal falls short of an earlier agreement that died in Congress.
"It's time to stop the legal bickering and move the tobacco fight
out of the courthouse and into the
streets," Washington Attorney General Christine Gregoire said today.
Eight state attorneys general
reached the proposed deal with
tobacco companies after months
of negotiation, and have sent the
proposal to all other states in hopes
they, too, will join in. Thirty-nine
states now are suing the tobacco
industry in hopes of recovering
Medicaid money spent treating sick
smokers, but seven others that have
not sued the industry are eligible
to join the settlement also.
Four states already have separately settled with tobacco companies for a total of $40 billion.
Under the proposed deal, the
states would end their lawsuits in
exchange for millions of dollars
each. Plus, cigarette makers would
establish a $2 billion foundation
to "tell the truth" about the addictiveness of nicotine and the dangers of smoking, Gregoire said.
The foundation would send antitobacco advertising into every home
in America.
"It won't end youth smoking
in America, but it is a refreshing
and essential step forward," she
said.
"This plan will get Big Tobacco off the backs of our kids,"
added New York Attorney Gener-
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TERMS

Iraq must give the Inspectors
"unfettered access" to all sites they
choose to see, "with no restrictions or qualifications"; it must
turn over all documents bearing
on the production of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons and
the missiles that could be used to
deliver them; it must not interfere
with the inspectors, for example,
by challenging their nationalities;
it must resolve "all outstanding
issues raised" by the inspectors;
it must accept all U.N. resolutions
relevant to weapons of mass
destruction.
The
State
Department
spokesman, James P. Rubin, said
Monday that if Iraq reversed course
after seven years and made a
"strategic decision" to disclose its
weapons of mass destruction it
would be easier to resolve other
problems.
But Rubin stressed that was
only one of several obligations
Iraq must shoulder.

al Dennis Vacco.
In addition, cigarette companies
agreed to end advertising of tobacco on billboards and public transportation such as taxis and to stop
marketing tobacco paraphernalia
such as hats and T-shirts that are
particularly popular with youths.
The deal falls short of a $368
billion national proposal that Congress killed last summer. That proposal would have included much
stricter measures against the tobacco industry, including giving the
federal Food and Drug Administration authority to regulate tobacco. The FDA is attempting to do
that through the courts now, but
the new proposed deal does not
address regulation.
The earlier deal fell apart after

A&A AUTO
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Holland Motor Sales
1
Masbytaml

513 S. 12th St.=

753-4461

politicians added additional restrictions and tried to get tobacco companies to pay billions more, upping
the total ante to about a half-trillion dollars.
Four states — Mississippi, Florida. Texas and Minnesota — have
already settled separately with the
industry.
The new deal would be the
biggest U.S. civil settlement ever,
and it would remove an enormous
financial and legal threat to the
industry should it lose a court case
to one or more states.

The industry has not indicated
how many states are needed for
it to proceed with the settlement.
It is likely that, industry payments
would be reduced if some states
decided against signing.
Under the new proposal, states
that agree to the settlement would
receive $12 billion in upfront money.
from cigarette makers over the
next five years. The remainder of
the state payments would be spread
out until 2025.
Some $250 million of the total
would be dedicated specifically at
cutting teen smoking.

to*
HILLSIDE VALUE - describes this three bedroom two bath aluminum sided ranch on 5.3 beautiful acres. Features include large
master bedroom with adjoining study, spacious living area with
fireplace, remodeled kitchen, two nice outbuildings, updated
plumbing, and electrical systems. Reduced to $85,000. #3001377
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Being at home gives you more choices. One of
those choices is Holland Medical.
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Ninton
arming.
lations

allies we have, but it raises almost
the sure prospect of a future clash
with Iraq."
Russia, several European allies
— Britain is a notable exception
— and several Arab nations had
hoped Clinton would hold his fire.
Hard-won unity at the United
Nations began to crack Friday as
overtures to Baghdad gained
momentum.
As a result, Saddam reversed
his Oct. 31 decision to halt all
cooperation with U.N. weapons
inspectors. But he also gave no
indication he is about to meet the
terms set by Clinton. His hope is
to split the allies and gain more
time, possibly to develop his
weaponry.
This tactic has let the Iraqi
leader survive the cat-and-mouse
inspection game for more than
seven years now with little or no
erosion of his grip on power within Iraq.
The five conditions listed by
Clinton are:

When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel
better, don't you?

ivance
?ok
$3600
$7200

planned deployments to the region
would be put on hold.
As Hussein ponders his next
move, Clinton and Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright are openly calling for his overthrow and
pledging support to opposition
groups in Iraq.
Clinton's decision to pull back
from attacking Iraq and his call
for overthrow of Saddam drew
support today from a frequent critic, Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nebraska,
senior Democrat on the Senate Intelligence Committee.
By helping overthrow Saddam,
Kerrey said on NBC's "Today."
"In the Middle East we would
dramatically change the political situation, increase stability not just
in Iraq but in the region — and
decrease the cost to us."
"This truly breaks new ground,"
Robert Satloff, executive director
of the Washington Institute for
Near East Policy, said Monday of
Clinton's demands. "It puts us on
a collision course with whatever

State officials outline tobacco deal
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Ruling a victory for parents
While . shellshocked
House
Republicans wonder what became
of their "revolution," the Supreme
Court has allowed the .real revolution to proceed. By a vote of
_8-1, the Court refused to block Wis.consin's program that allows poor
-children to attend the private or
religious school of their parent's
The National Education Association, American Civil Liberties
'Union, People for the American
.;Way and even the NAACP (whose
constituents would be helped the
!
7
enost)
fought to keep poor chil%,
..clren locked in a hopelessly bro'
7:ken school system.
% They claimed the Wisconsin pro;ram violates the Establishment
:Clause of the First Amendment.
:Their
approach doesn't put peo,.
.ple first. It puts institutions first.
. The Landmark Legal Foundation, which has successfully
:defended the Milwaukee Parental
:choice Program_since 1991. praised
.:the decision as a "watershed victory for education reformers across
ethe nation."
:
Z. While the Court's decision was
Viimited to Wisconkn, it is bound
kto encourage the school-choice
movement now percolating in more
than half the states.
f: The Court's ruling comes not
a moment too soon as fresh evidence of terrible and unrepairable
schools continues to pile up.
In Alexandria, Va., figures indicate public school students scored
below the state average on each
of 27 new exams that eventually
determines who graduates and
which schools are accredited.
Alexandria students on average
got 53 percent correct answers on
a high school English test. On a
world history and geography test
they did even worse. Only 34
percent answered the questions
properly. Earth science. 47 per-

Attention

Washington!
Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.
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Syndicated Writer
cent right answers.
The school board chairman,
Stephen J. Kenealy, blamed his
district's disappointing performance
on the large number of poor children, the precise target of school
choice, which has been shown to
improve test scores as well as
behavior and attitude wherever it
is tried.
According to a Harvard study
of Milwaukee's school-choice program, minority children improved
their reading skills by 3 to 5 percentage points and their math skills
by 5 to 12 percentage points. The
study suggests that, over a prolonged period of time, school
choice might reduce the gap
between white and minority test
scores.
Liberal Democrats, including
President. Clinton, have blocked
all non-public-school choice proposals. They even opposed Sen.
Paul Coverdell's (R-Ga.) bill that
would have created private-money
education savings accounts.
That's because they are completely beholden to the education
establishment, including the teachers' unions that provide money,
votes and political clout but give
kids an education inferior to private and home schools.
A look at figures compiled by
the House Committee on Education and the Workforce indicates
the threat school choice poses to
the education bureaucracy. Thirtynine federal agencies run 760 education programs at a cost of $100
billion a year.

demonstrate
Few
tangible
results. Republican Sen. -elect
George Voinovich of Ohio reports
that some schooladministrators in
his state spend 50 percent of their
time filling out federal forms,
Despite the fact that federal
funds account for just 6 percent
of Ohio's education spending.
According to the U.S. Department
of Education's own Paper Reduction Act, the department requires
48.6 million hours of paperwork,
the equivalent of 25,000 employees working full time each year.
(This is a department that also
spends our money on closed captioning for Jerry Springer's show.)
As few as '65 cents of each
education dollar trickle down to
the classroom, and even that fails
to improve test scores. The other
35 cents go to red tape and bureaucracy.
Competition has improved other
products and services.
It will improve education, too.
But the unions and the politicians
who must rely on them to win
elections would keep children
imprisoned in a failed education
system in order to preserve their
power.
School choice is working in
Milwaukee. It can work everywhere.
The Supreme Court seems
inclined to let it go forward. Future
-generations of children will be the
beneficiaries. Politically, school
choice may help Republicans break
the lock Democrats have on minority voters.

There's a story in every stitch
of Patchwork of Remembrance &
Hope, a quilt project honoring
the memory of Nicole Hadley,
Jessica James and Kayce Steger.
The three Heath High School students lost their lives Dec. 1, 1997,
when they were inexplicably
gunned down by a fellow student in the school lobby after
their informal morning prayer
group. Five other teenagers were
wounded.
The carnage put Paducah on
the map. Again and again the
same footage was featured on the
new - a crime scene spattered
with blood and littered with school
books; bereft families; inconsolable
friends. The small city on the Ohio,
known for dogwoods and quilting, was stunned by the tragedy.
Shortly after Dec. 1 last year,
Paducah' s Museum of the American Quilters Society found a way
for people to pull together in the
midst of such a devastating loss.
The Patchwork of Remembrance
& Hope was announced. Individual blocks could be submitted, or
people could come to the museum and make a square. The plan
was that the blocks would be joined
together in quilts commemorating
Nicole, Jessica and Kayce.
The assumption was that three
quilts would be constructed, one
for each girl, but the project
immediately exceeded everyone's
expectations. Nearly 400 blocks
were sent in, many with heartfelt
letters. They came from near and
far - 35 states and five countries, including France, Japan and,
Australia. Museum visitors were
invited to participate, with all the
necessary materials and work space
made avilable in the lobby.
During the first four months
of 1998, the James, Steger and
Hadley families worked with the
museum staff and volunteers to
select blocks for the individual
quilts dedicated to each of their

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger & Tunes Columnist
daughters. When she talks about
those sessions, museum director
Victoria Faoro is still moved.
"Everything mattered so much
on those Saturdays when the families came in to choose squares,"
she remembers. "They selected
and placed each block, ensuring
that the patchwork tribute to their
daughters included contributions
from family members and friends,
as well as from quilters around
the world."
As winter gave way to spring
and summer, progress on the project continued at a steady pace.
With the onset of a new school
year and the one-year mark
approaching, 160 volunteers pulled
together in September, working
shoulder-to-shoulder in a blitz of
stitches at a 48-hour quilt-a-thon.
Helen Squires, a professional
quilter who designed the overall
motif connecting the squares, was
there for 36 of those hours. Most
of the, time, her 9-year-old daughter, Vanessa Kaiser, was there
with her mother. Vanessa' s block
is heart-wrenching: "I herd the
horrible story," she lettered
crookedly on her square. "I wish
I could give my life to them."
An 8-year-old and a 5-yearold, Kaitlin Cerant and Cassidy
Cope, each drew three smiling
hearts to pay their respects to
Nicole, Jessica and Kayce. "To
Nicole from Rashell," is painstakingly hand-printed on another
square, with three grinning cats
and a lopsided heart.
Biblical and literary references
sit side-by-side with traditional patterns, such as Sarah's Star, the

log cabin, and Crosses and Losses. "Earth has no sorrow that
heaven cannot heal," is a quote
from St. Thomas More. A reference to Isaiah, chapter 49, verses 15-16 states: "See! I will not
forget you...I have carved you on
the palm of my hand."
Tom Hereford, who received
Nicole Hadley's lungs, made his
tribute a Pooh bear with a green
organ donor ribbon. "With every
breath I'll remember," he pledges.
There are also signed squares
from the trauma teams at Lourdes and Western Baptist, the hospitals that worked feverishly to
save lives that day a year ago.
Individual blocks of the Patchwork are anchored by "sashing,"
or strips of fabris printed with
musical notes, a unifying concept
conceived by Helen Squires. Bold
black notes on a stark white background, symbolize the girls' participation in the school band. Intermittent blocks of black and gold
material, Heath High School's colors, are studded faintly with stars
and half-moons.
The Patchwork of Remembrance
& Hope, which numbers a staggering 27 quilts and wall hangings, is on display at the Museum of the American Quilters Society through Feb. 20. A reception
will be held from 5 to 7 p.m.
Dec. 5.
For more information, contact
the museum at 502-442-8856.
MAQS is located at 215 Jefferson St., Paducah. Admission is
$5 for adults, $3 for students;
children 12 and younger get in
free.

FROM OUR READERS
Leave Iraq alone
Dear Editor:
Once more in this political year the . most
powerful nation on Earth is poised to unleash
its military might against a defenseless third
world nation rather than lift the sanctions which
are starving the children and denying medicine
to the sick of that much bombed people because
they won't lead us to the hiding places of their
weapons of mass destruction.
But if nerve gas and germs are what we are
looking for, the people in Madison County, Ky.
can show us several hundred acres of- fenced in,
earth-covered magazines containing enough weapons
of that nature to kill everybody on earth.
The people in Richmond and Berea, Ky. would
like very much for all this deadly material to

be moved away to the desert in the West but
the people in the states that lie between Madison County and the desert object to its transit.
They know what a train derailment could do
to them.
So the weapons of mass destruction are stuck
right there in Madison County and unless the
policy has been changed, you can get a permit
to hunt deer there on the reservation where potential death is stored for all mankind.
Dick Lugar, a Republican senator with an eye
on the White House, thinks we might get lucky
and kill Saddam Hussein. I think we ought to
get smart and let the people of Iraq live. Maybe
in a thousand years they would stop hating us.
Henry A. Buchanan
310 Graham Rd.
Musray, KY 42071
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The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor.
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case
verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not
be published). Letters must not be more than 500
words. We reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor,
Murray Ledger and Times. P.O. Box 1040. Murray,
Ky. 42071. They may also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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Wallace Henry Jobe, 78, Hwy. 61 South #I, Hazel, died Monday.
Nov. 16, 199* at his home.
He was an Army veteran Qf World War 11, serving 20 months in
the European Theater with the 119th Field Artillery. He was a member of Schaumburg Church of Christ, and was employed many years
as a trim carpenter, operating his own business for a time.
Born May 25, 1920, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Robert Henry (Bert) Jobe and Nellie B. Walker Jobe. One
sister, Vida June Jobe, died Dec. 2, 1973.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Annie Frances Swor Jobe, to
whom he was married on Jan. 2, 1946; one son, Glenn Jobe and
wife, Shirley, and three grandchildren, Robert M. (Bert) Jobe, Rachel
D. Jobe, and Scott A. Jobe, all of Schaumburg, Ill.; one sister, Mrs.
Elwanda Jobe Talley, Puryear, Tenn.; two cousins, Mrs. Virginia Walker and husband, Kelly, Hazel, and Mrs. Gwelda Horn, Newton, MS.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. David Jackson of East Wood St. Church
of Christ will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Gene Baker, Harry Dunn, Don Overby, Frank
Pool, Max Weatherford, and Lowell Brisendine. Burial will follow in
Puryear Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday) and after 11 a.m. Wednesday until the funeral hour.

Mrs. Dorothy (Dot) Mason
Mrs. Dorothy (Dot) Mason, 77, Mimosa Lane, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 15. 1998, at 1 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a longtime member of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association and the National Music Teachers Association. She has served
as newsletter editor, first second vice president, and organized the
Elementary Workshop Program for the KMTA. She was the first recipient of the KMTA Award in 1994, and ,the first recipient of the Suzuki Association of America. She also was a member of the National
Piano Guild Teachers and of the National Harp Association.
Born Oct. 22, 1921, in Dexter Maine, she was the daughter of the
late Sidney H. Winchester and Helen Hill Winchester. After growing
up in St. Petersburg, Fla., Mrs. Mason moved to Boston, Mass, to
work and study music.
After graduating from Yale University with a degree in Music History, she lived in Berlin, Germany as an employee of the U.S. Foreign Service. In 1951, she moved back to the United States to marry
Neale B. Mason, assistant professor in the Music Department at Murray State University, whom she had met at Yale. In 1960, Mrs. Mason
began teaching piano lessons in Murray and Cadiz. Her students performed and competed throughout the region.
Mrs. Mason was preceded in deatll by her husband, Neale B.
Mason, and one sister, Katharine Hall.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Katharine Slaugh and husband, Jeff, Boulder, Colo.; one son, Robert Mason and wife, Sarah,
Atlanta, Ga.; three grandchildren. Christopher Mason, Melinda Mason,
and Haley Slaugh.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Montgomery and Dr. Joyce
Hughes will officiate.. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Neale B. Mason
String Music Scholarship, Department of Music, MSU Foundation,
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071, or to the Humane Society of Calloway
County.

E.W. Dennison Jr.
E.W. Dennison Jr., 78, Henderson Road, Jackson, Tenn.. died Sunday. Nov. IS, 1998, at 3 p.m. at Jackson-Madison County General
Hospital there.
•
He was a production superintendent with Coca Cola Bottling Works
of Jackson, retiring with 42 years of service. Mr. Dennison received
the Outstanding Production Superintendent for the Southeast Citation
from the Coca Cola Bottling Company.
Mr. Dennison was a member of Calvary Baptist Church, Jackson,
and an avid outdoorsman. He was an Army veteran of World War II
and a member of VFW Post #1848 and Lodge #45 of the Free and
Accepted Masons.
Born in Chesterfield, Tenn., he was the son of the late E.W. Dennison Sr. and Maude Derryberry Dennison.
Survivors include his - wife, Mrs. Dorothy Stafford Dennison; one
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Ann Yandell and husband, Rik, Jackson; four
sons, Mike Dennison and wife, Judy, Jackson, Steve Dennison, Nashville,
Tenn., E.W. Dennison and wife, Tara, Murray, and Phillip Dennison
and wife, Charlotte, Bowling Green; 12 grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. at Calvary Baptist
Church, Jackson. The Rev. Rufus Harris will officiate.
Casketbearers will be Buford Matlock, Tom Spann, Sam Milam.
Paul Wilson, Ricky Derryberry, and Ron Smith. Honorary casketbearers will be William Taber:Woods Holloway Jr., Sen. Bobby Carter.
Dr. Robert Gilroy. Dr. John Jenkins, Kirby Seward, Emory Taylor, Dr.
Baker Hubbard, and Jimmy Clenney, along with former co-workers of
Coca Cola Bottling Company. Burial will follow in Highland Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at George A. Smith and Sons North Chapel,
Jackson, from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray City Schools,
c/o Board Office, 208 South 13th St., Murray, KY 42071, or Calvary
Baptist Church, 110 Oil Well Rd., Jackson, TN 38305.

Mrs. Lorene Harris
Mrs. Lorene Harris, 80, Hickory, died Sunday, Nov. IS. 1998, at
10:26 a.m. at Columbia PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield.
She was a retired supervisor from Michigan Bell. She was the
daughter of the late Ely Edmond Tucker and Mattie Bell McClain
Tucker. One brother also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Lonnie Odell Harris; one sister,
Mrs. Luetta Tucker Haynes, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be today at 1 p.m. at Highland Park Cemc
tery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
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Johnnie Flood
Johnnie Flood, 50, St. Rt. 94 East, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 15,
1998, at 2:46 p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
A member of Westside Baptist Church, he worked for the Calloway County Road Department. Born April 9, 1948, in Cadiz, he
was the son of Olive Futrell Flood and the late Marvin Flood.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandy Flood; one daughter, Lon
Flood, and one son, Mark Flood, all a Murray; his mother, Mrs.
Olive Futrell Flood, Trigg County; one sister, Mrs. Darlene Davis,
Murray; three brothers, William Flood and wife, Mary, Cadiz, and
Eugene Flood and wife, Mozell, and Ronnie Flood and wife, Janice,
all of Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr will officiate. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Let the professionals
at Hilliard Lyons
handle your
transaction.
Stock price information
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We published before the
stock market opened.
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Call Today For Your Free Test!
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STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Rehabilitation
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Blood drive scheduled
A Red Cross Blood Drive will
be Wednesday and Thursday from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Dance
Lounge on second floor of Murray State University Curris Center. This will be sponsored by Sigma
Pi fraternity.
The Red Cross nurses and technicians will accept donations during these hours on both days. A
goal of 200 donors has been set.
The Nashville Blood Center is
experiencing a shortage of all blood
types. Most of the regional hospitals depend upon Red Cross collected blood for their supply and
for emergency back-up. They gen-

HOSPITAL REPORTS

P.

Five newborn admissions, dismissals, and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Nov. 11 have been released
as follows:
Newborn admissions
Jarnigan baby girl, parents.
Mindy and Jeffery. Paris, Tenn.;
Estes baby girl, parents. Melinda and Chris, Murray;
Brown baby boy, parents.
Natalie and Michael, Water ValParker baby girl, parents. Melissa and Conrad, Murray;
Johnson baby boy, parents.
Rebecca and George, Almo.
Dismissals
Matthew Earn Frazier. Grand

JO'S DATEBOOK

erally draw about 600 pints of whole
blood or blood products daily from
the Nashville Blood Center.
"When the Red Cross Blood
Centers are out of blood, it is'too
late to provide the lifesaving blood
for you or your family's emergency. Our blood supply depends
upon your voluntary blood contributions to till this need," said
Larry Doyle. Calloway Red Cross
Blood Drive Coordinator.
Donor requirements are 17 years
of age, weigh at least 110 pounds.
not have donated blood within the
last 56 days, and be in generally
good health.

Rivers; Mrs. Oyna Orr, Puryear,
Tenn.; Dalton Waylon Kress
Smith, Benton; Mrs. Ruth Joiner. Mayfield;
Mrs. Frances McCuiston, Mrs.
Thelma V. Farley, Mrs. Luetta
Haynes, Victor Allen Hudspeth,
Miss Darlene Denise Foster and
baby boy, Mrs. Mary N. Hughes,
Mrs. Laurie Michelle Clayton
and baby boy,
Miss Cheyenne Maddox, and
Mrs. Robbie Elizabeth Wilson,
all of Murray.
Expirations
Lanis D. Phillips, Murray, and
Mrs. Faye Louise Stockdale, Benton.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Dr. Jim Rudolph, left, head of the Equine Department of
Murray State University, spoke at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. He discussed the history of the program and
what is going on currently including the Rodeo Program
and the opening of the new horse barn with classrooms.
Lisa Cardwell, right, rider of "Racer I," told of what is
involved in riding, training and caring for "Racer I."

BIRTHS
Brandon Alexander Tish
Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Tish 15 ounces and measured 21 inchof 375 Wells Purdom Dr., Almo, es. The mother is the former Missy
are the parents of a son, Brandon Tipsword.
Grandparents are Leroy and Ruth
Alexander Tish. born on Friday,Oct.
30, 1998, at 1:49 p.m. at Murray- Tipsword of Moweaqua, Ill., and
Dorothy Tish and the late Lowell
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds Tish of Decatur, Ill

Two health clinics conducted
Hours of planning, volunteers,
and a generous community resulted in two successful health clinics for approximately 100 Hispanic farm workers in late September.
Clinics were held simultaneously
at the Baptist Student Union and
St. Leo Catholic Church. The event
was organized by Murray State University senior nursing students
supervised by Oleta Burkeen and

Sharon McKenna, faculty members.
Health and vision screenings,
tetanus immunizations, and health
information were provided. Nurse
practitioners were available to make
referrals to physicians, optometrists,
and dentists as needed.
Students involved included
Laura Shire!. Ginger Stevens, Sandra Brown, Therese Bennett. Dawn
Mitchell, Amy King. Shelley Mot-

NOW
IN STOCK!
Available in
Infant, Children
and Adult Sizes

ley, and Tina Richardson.
Nursing students who staffed
the clinics included Angela Hardesty, Gina Baht;.1 N1,:iiss., Johnson, Lori Callihan, Devonne Hall,
Tara Williams, Jennifer Kimbell,
Ragan Norwood, Mario Gomez.
Jennie Draffen, Kim Nave, Wendy
Barnhart, Amy King, and Robin
Day.
Volunteer interpreters included
David and Clemencia Cignoni,

Wedding?
Engagement? Birth?
MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS

Share it with us!

Call 753-1916

1100 Chestnut
Murray
753-1133

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Lourdes Ojeda, Recardo Garcia, Dr.
David Earnest, Isis Chaverri, Carrie Gregory, Melissa Bowling, and
Misty Bohn.
The MSU Department of Nursing expressed appreciation to the
community farmers who brought
the workers to the clinic; to the
Calloway County Health Department for use of equipment, and
to doctors, optometrists, and dentists who agreed to accept referrals, and to local businesses for
donations of supplies.

in Dean
and General Tires

Specializing

EACH YEAR.
CIGARETTE

Owner
Ronnie Melvin

401 N. 4th St.

4-H Horse Club to meet tonight
Calloway County 4-H Horse Club, the Dusty Spurs, will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Weaks Center 'auditorium.
Items to address include the election of officers, program planning,
and club awards. All members are encouraged to attend.

Archaeological Association tonight
Western Purchase Archaeological Association will meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Wickliffe Mounds Research Center, Wickliffe. Dr. Kit Wesley will give a slide presentation on the Wickliffe Mounds Cemetery Excavations. Anyone with an interest in
archaeology is invited to attend. For more information contact Wesley or Jim Phillips at the center, 1-502-335-3681. The museum is
open to visitors from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily from March 1
through Nov. 30, but will be closed Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 26.

Traveling Team tryouts planned
Select Traveling Team will hold try-outs with Brian Gudalis on
Saturday and Sunday. Prospective players must attend try-outs by
calling Brenda Volp at 753-4153 to set up a time. Players must be
10 years or younger as of Aug. 1, 1999.

Superstars 4-H Club will organize
Southwest Superstars 4-H Club will have an organizational meeting on Thursday after --school until 5 p.m. in the Southwest School
cafeteria. All interested students in the third, fourth, and fifth grades
at Southwest are encouraged to attend.

PIP meeting on Thursday
PIP (Parents in Partnership) will meet Thursday at 5 p.m. in
Pagliai's Pizza Jungle Room. Members and interested persons are
asked to bring their children for fun and a meal. Parents are asked
to bring a Jubilation Card-sharing a joy that their child has given
to them. PIP is an organization focused on building a positive partnership to benefit the' children with special learning needs in the
community. The group focuses on bringing together those interested in disability issues and on creating an optimistic outlook and
attitude toward disabilities. All parents, teachers, professionals, family members and friends of children with special needs are invited to attend. For information call Val Dowdy at 753-1960.

Federation of the Blind will meet
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
Friday at 6 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. A business meeting will be held and a Thanksgiving meal will be ,served. For more
information call John Glisson, president, at 753-1161.

Murray High School Backboard Club will sponsor "Tiger Night"
on Saturday from 5 to $ p.m. at Murray High School. Admission
will be $4 each with children under 3 free. This includes a chili
supper and all activities. Come out and meet the basketball players from P1 to varsity, cheerleaders, and dance team. For information call Leslie Boone at 759-1180 or Jennifer Taylor at 7534545.

COMBINED.

Depression meeting Wednesday

ri

TOREOLIT
Cr

Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more information contact Kathy Culbert RN, MSN, CS at 7621485.
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exercise and strength training
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JOIN NOW
And Get The Rest Of
The Year
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Hwy. 641 • 1-1/2 miles South of
Murray to Tom Taylor Rd
Right 1500 Yards

95 Chestnut St., Murray
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Tiger Night on Saturday •

KILL MORE
AMERICANS THAN
AIDS. ALCOHOL
CAR ACCIDENTS.
FIRES. I LEGA'
DRUGS. MURDERS.
AND SUICIDES

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

762-0000

Congratulations to the Murray State University Rodeo Team
for the parade on Saturday and the activities for National
Rodeo Week planned here.
NISU has the only rodeo program in Kentucky represented
in the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association. The team
members work hard maintaining specific scholastic standards
and compiling points to advance to the College National Finals
Rodeo held each summer.
On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. each night,
performances by the Ozark Region contestants will be featured
at the West Kentucky Expo Center. Tickets will be available at
the gate beginning at 6 p.m. before each rodeo. Attend this
rodeo to support the local rodeo team. For information call
762-3125.
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Casey Dougherty's father, Dick Dougherty, chairman of the art department at
MSU, shared some artistic drawing techniques to a fifth grade class at Southwest Elementary.
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Shown are students from Calloway County Preschool who went to Pets,
Pals & Pumpkins where they visited a pumpkin patch, petted the animals and brought home pumpkins of their own.

Shown are students preparing a pond for the
new environmental center at Calloway County
Middle School. Students, left to right, are Kye
Sells, T.J. Holland, Trap Crane and Ryan Walls.
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Calloway County Preschool Center visited Fire Station #2 to learn
more about fire safety during Fire Safety Week. Oct. 4 - 10.
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Students in Becky Robertson's class at Southwest "line
up" on the playground.
During center time at North Calloway County Elementary School
students can choose various activities to do. Pictured are Samantha Logan and Laken Thompson at an art station, Patrick Kelly
and Eric Thurmond at the computer and Janice Miller at the dollhouse.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratise staffs at Murray Independent
School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger &
times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments about area public schools
to the Murray city Schools 1753-43631 or the Calloway Counts Public Schools 1762-73001.
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Sabrina Emerson and Johnna Stockdale,
seniors at Calloway County High School
are shown refreshing their machine transcription skills using Office '97 software.

Emmanuel Baptist
Academy

Shown are students from Becky
Gore's class at
North
Calloway
Elementary working cooperatively
to make a large
Z using zippers
they had cut out.

A Southern Baptist School
Affiliated With The Blood River
Baptist Association

Located at Hardin Baptist Church
in Marshall County
•Quality Christian Curriculum
•Daily Bible Classes
•Positive, Consistent Discipline
*Smaller Class Enrollments
*Yearly Standardized Tests
*Parent-Teacher Fellowship

'oast

For more information call

nee

Pictured are some of
the students in the
Builders Club of Calloway County Middle
who purchased and
mulch
the
front
entrance of the middle school.
Jessica Martin shares her story with her
classmates during Halloween in Janice
Rose's writing lab at East Elementary.

753-2322 or 437-4432
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Johnson: MSU down, not out

TSU expected to pay for
Stewart Stadium goalposts

This week's game at Indiana
State has been moved to 11:30
a.m. Central time. The Sycamores
are 4-6 following a 42-14 loss to
Western Kentucky this past weekend.
Johnson credited Tennessee State
for winning Saturday more than
fixing blame on his squad.
"It was a great game with the
two best teams in the league play-

Tennessee State University is expected to take financial responsibility for the two Roy Stewart Stadium goalposts torn down by
its fans and players following Saturday's win over Murray State.
TSU athletic director Dr. Vivian Fuller had no comment on the
situation, saying only that she would speak with Murray State athletic director E.W. Dennison before proceeding.
Dennison was unavailable for comment.
Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Dan Beebe said he had
been told that Tennessee State intends to pay for the goalposts and
that the conference would take no action in the matter.
"I'm fully confident that this situation will be handled between
the two institutions," he said.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Denver Johnson acknowledged
Monday that his Murray State Racers were understandably down following Saturday's gut-wrenching
46-44 loss to Tennessee State in
the Ohio Valley Conference championship game.
Johnson noted, however, that
his team is not dead yet.
The Racers, who fell seven spots
to 15th in this week's Sporting

ISU last regular-season foe
News I-AA poll, still hold out
hope for an at-large bid to the
NCAA Division I-AA playoffs, but
must first win at Indiana State
this week.
"I hope we can respond well,"
Johnson said at Monday's weekly
press conference. "It's a concern
of mine how this team will respond

after a loss like that.
"I know I hurt worse now than
I did (Sunday), but that's part of
this business," he added. "When
you work hard for something and
you don't get it, that hurts. But
if you relish the times when you
experience the highs, you've got
to take the lows."

See Page 9

Clemens wins record
fifth Cy Young award

Fields adds
size to Lady
Racers for
1999-2000

I

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times .
Murray State women's basketball coach Eddie Fields has
announced the signing of three
players for next season.
Joining the Lady Racers for
the 1999-2000 season will be Jill
Buckman, a 6-5 center from Freeburg High School in Smithton,
Ill.; Shelly Broughton, a 5-10 guard
from Jeffersonville (Ind.) High
School; and Danielle Zimmerman,
a 6-3 forward from Scott High
School in Edgewood, Ky.
"We feel like this group will
bring a bunch to the team," Fields
said. "We won't fully know until
they hit the court, but just their
physical presence will add something to us. I think they will all
he able to play some their first
year here and they'll all get better as the year goes along.
"Last year we had guards inside
having to defend against 6-2 and
6-1 players, but with the ones we
•See Page 9

NL winner to be
announced today
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — Roger
Clemens has five Cy Young awards
and unfinished business in Toronto.
Clemens won the award unanimously for the second time Monday, breaking a tie with Steve
Carlton and Greg Maddux for most
Cy Young honors in the process.
Maddux could pull even with
Clemens today when the NL Cy
Young Award is announced.
"I think it's my teammates,"
Clemens said of his success in
Canada. "I've had a great team
performing behind me. Sometimes
you have to be in the right place
at the right time."
Clemens' agents explored trade
possibilities last July, the righthander says he wants to stay in
Toronto if he's convinced the Blue
Jays have the World Series as their
goal.
"The No. 1 goal is to win in
Toronto, and I don't think we're

File photo

Toronto's Roger Clemens won his unprecedented fifth Cy
Young award Monday. The National League winner will be
announced today.

that far away, maybe not a bigtime superstar but a couple of
high-end players that could get,
the job done," he said.
Clemens, 36, won his first three
Cy Youngs with Boston in 1986,
1987 and 1991. He is one of three
pitchers to win the AL award unanimously, along with Denny McLain
(1968) and Ron Guidry (1978).
He was unbeaten in his final
22 starts, winning 15 decisions
after having a 5-6 record on May
29. Clemens went 20-6 with a
2.65 ERA for the Blue Jays, striking out 271 in 234 2-3 innings.
"(Pitching coach)Mel Queen and
I had our hats off for the national anthem," said Clemens, who
earned a $250,000 award bonus.
"I looked up and saw that 5-6
next to my name and it was embarrassing.
"He told me to take my level
of intensity up a few notches. I
appreciate what Mel does. He has
a very watchful eye."
Clemens finished the year tied
for the AL lead in wins and was
tops in ERA and strikeouts. In
1997, he led in all three categories.
Boston's Pedro Martinez placed

111

Fr
all

second in the Cy Young balloting
by members of the Baseball Writers' Association of America with
20 seconds and five thirds for 65
points.
Third was David Wells of the
New York Yankees, who got four
seconds and 19 thirds for 31 points.
Yankees teammate David Cone was
fourth with four seconds and four
thirds for 16 points.
Clemens has been frustrated
watching Toronto go into an offseason stall as executives waited
for a budget from the team's owner,
the Belgian company Interbrew.
"I'd like for someone to let me
know which way the team is going,"
Clemens said in a statement posted on his Web site last week.
"After all, this uncertainty has
been lingering for two whole years.
And that's the biggest disappointment to me."
If not, he might push for a
trade. He was interested in going
to the New York Yankees last summer, and the Red Sox might be
interested in getting him back.
Boston general manager Dan
Duquette is still criticized for letting Clemens leave after the 1996
season.
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Wildcats deal with grief after deadly crash
Monday found players and coach- 100 other guys, especially footes struggling to deal with the loss ball players, and had it be that
and begin preparing for Saturday's quiet," he said.
"A period of brokenness and
game at No. 1 Tennessee.
is good, is part of the
humility
quarwas
hit
hardest
Among the
By TIM WHITMIRE
healing process," Zurcher said. "I
best
whose
Couch,
Tim
terback
AP Sports Writer
crash. Also know guys Were crying. I shed tears.
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The friend was killed in the
line- There's nothing wrong with that."
defensive
buildup to one of Kentucky's killed was transfer
Couch turned down an invitaSteinmetz.
"Artie"Arthur
man
biggest football games in recent
.to accompany Watts, Steintion
seriwas
Watts
Jason
center
Starting
years was put on hold as players
and his friend Scott Brock
metz
ously injured.
coped with a fatal truck crash.
deer hunting trip. He
their
on
began
Monday
meeting
team
A
It was a roller coaster weekin tears as he talked
down
broke
silence,
total
in
sitting
players
with
end for the Wildcats: a big win
Brock.
about.
said.
Saturday over Vanderbilt, followed senior safety Jeff Zurcher
"Being a football player, you
"I've never been in there with
by the deadly accident Sunday.

Couch loses best
friend in wreck

think you've been through a lot thrown from the vehicle with the day at Lexington's University of
of tough things, losing games in othtr two. He severely cut his Kentucky Medical Center, where
the last seconds, taking big hits," right arm. The three were headed he underwent a preliminary operhe said. "You think you're a tough to a farm near Somerset when the ation to clean the wound, which
person until you have to deal with accident happened just before 7 a.m. stretched from his elbow to his
wrist. The hospital said Dr. James
going in and seeing your best EST Sunday.
None was wearing a seat belt. Lovett, a plastic surgeon, removed
friend's parents after he's just passed
The cause of the crash is being glass, rocks, dirt and dead tissue
away."
and -Pulaski County from the laceration, repaired some
investigated,
Brock, a student at Eastern Kentucky University, died along with Sheriff Sam Catron has said speed tendons and closed the wound.
•
Steinmetz when Watts' pickup truck may have been involved. Routine
crash occurred hours after
The
Watts
from
taken
samples
blood
went out of control and flipped
over on U.S. 27, about 10 miles at the hospital are being tested for Kentucky (7-3) celebrated Senior
Day at Commonwealth Stadium
alcohol by the state police.
north of Somerset.
with a 55-17 win over Vanderbilt.
Moncondition
fair
in
was
Watts
Watts, who was driving, was
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cos the NFL's first 10-0 team since
By STEVE BR1SENDINE
the 1991 Washington Redkkins.
Associated Press Writer
Kansas City's five-game losing
—
(AP)
Mo.
CITY,
KANSAS
The Denver Broncos followed the streak is its first since 1988 and
same blueprint they've used all its longest in Marty Schottenseason: score early, then shut down helmet's 10 seasons as coach. The
Chiefs, AFC West champions a
the opposition's offense.
, The Kansas City Chiefs, mean- year ago after a 13-3 regular seawhile, saw their solid foundation son, dropped to fourth place in
fall around their heads in the fourth the division.
"We need to do something about
quarter of their fifth straight loss.
Bubby Brister, starting his fourth it. in a hurry," said quarterback
game at quarterback in relief of Rich Gannon, who started on MonJohn Elway, ran 38 yards for a day night after Elvis Grbac was
touchdown on Denver's first pos- ineffective in four straight losses.
session. Terrell Davis made it 14- "We have too much talent in our
0 with a 41-yard run on the Bron- locker room to be playing like we
File photo
cos' next drive, and Denver rolled
Terrell Davis rushed for 111 yards to lead Denver past to a 30-7 win that made the Bron- III See Page 9
Kansas City 30-7 Monday. The Broncos are now 10-0.
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Broncos smash
Chiefs; now 10-0

UK opens basketball
slate vs. EKU tonight
dress, Kentucky will enjoy a oneBy TIM WHITMIRE
man advantage over the Colonels.
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — In Injuries and academic troubles are
it battle of teams depleted by sus- expected to leave second-year coach
pensions, injury and academic trou- Scott Perry with just 10 players
ble, fourth-ranked Kentucky faces available for the 30-mile trip from
Eastern Kentucky tonight at Rupp Richmond to Lexington. "I know he (Smith) is down a
Arena in the season opener for
few, but we're down a few too,"
both teams.
The Wildcats, seeking their third Perry said Monday. "I wish we
national title in four years, begin had all our players."
Academic ineligibility benched
the season without center Jamaal
Magloire, forward Myron Antho- 6-foot-7 forward Ibrahim Myles,
ny and guard Ryan Hogan. The a sometime starter for Eastern last
three are serving four-game sus- year, while back problems have
pensions handed down by coach claimed Perry's most highly toutTubby Smith for offseason trou- ed player. transfer Charles Thomas.
bles.
With 11 Wildcats expected to • See Page 9
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COUNTRY HAMS *
HOME CURED by David Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because its aged almost a full year
*

•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage

In•home, hold or office by appaintntenl.
Call Today 759-9555
9 a.m.-11 p.m.
301 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-780-8270
Local (502) 759-6128
Visa & MasterCard
P.O. Boa 724, Murray, KY 42071
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Division I-AA Poll

Cathey second-team all-state in soccer
Murray senior Micah Cathey was named second-team all-state by the Kentucky High School Soccer Coaches Association earlier this month. The teams we
decided by coaches who are members of the KHSSCA

MSU volleyball opens tourney play Friday
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The Murray State volleyball team will open Ohio Valley Conference tournament play Friday, facing Austin Peay at 10 a.m. in Charleston, Ill.
The Racers (12-17, 9-9 OVC)finis/led fifth in the league following Saturday's
five-game loss to the conference's top seed, Eastern Illinois, in Charleston.
Austin Peay (19-11, 12-6 OVC)is the conference's fourth seed.
The Murray State-Austin Peay winner will face Eastern Illinois (22-6, 17-1
OVC) in Friday's semifinals at 6 p.m. The championship match will be Saturday
at 2 p.m.

Traveling baseball team tryouts Nov. 21-22
Tryouts for a select traveling baseball team will be Nov. 21-22. Players must
be 10 years or younger as of Aug. 1, 1999. Prospective players must attend tryouts by calling Brenda Volp at 753-4153 to set up a time.

Calloway Middle earns victory
Calloway County Middle School's eighth grade girls basketball team recently
earned a 47-20 win over Fulton County.
Carley Williams led the Lady Lakers with 12 points while Katie Ross added
10
The squad will return to action Thursday night with a game against Benton
Middle School.
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already have here and these three,
we've got the kids to better match
up with people," he added.
Buckman was an all-Cahokia
Conference honoree, named as one
of the "50 to Watch" in the St.
Louis, Mo., metro area. She also
played for an Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) team last summer. A
track standout as well in sprints and
discus, she was recruited by Missouri, Missouri-Kansas City and
several Ohio Valley Conference
schools.
"Jill has great athletic ability and
she will definitely contribute to our
up-tempo, aggressive style of
play," Fields said. "She can jump
up and grab the rim, and she's very
mobile."
Broughton is a three-year letterman, averaging 12 points, four rebounds and four assists per game
on last year's 22-3 season for the
Red Devils, helping Jeffersonville

to a regional title. She was a starter
on five consecutive AAU state
championship teams, including the
1997 15-and-under national champions in Shreveport, La.
"Shelly is a phenomenal
shooter," Fields said. "She can
really pass it, too. She's a coach's
daughter, so she knows how the
game is played.
"She's a Bobbi Coltharp-type
player in how she plays," Fields
added. "She's a lefty like Bobbi,
and she's an excellent player."
Zimmerman has enrolled at
Mray State this season as a freshman and will sit out a year to fulfill
NCAA eligibility requirements.
She was an all-state, all-region and
all-district player honoree.
Fields added that Murray State
has one scholarship remaining to
fill.
The Lady Racers open the 199899 season Wednesday night at
Evansville. Tipoff is scheduled for
7 p.m.
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Thomas, a 6-4 swingman from
Harlan, played on Minnesota's
1997 Final Four team, but has been
plagued by back pain since starting
workouts in August. He is not expected to be available until January
at the earliest.
The Colonels were 10-17 in Perry's first year as a college head
. coach. He came to Eastern from
Michigan, where he had been an
Canesiote 24 Hy Toroorp• Recover, 544,oce

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!
Our services include:
•Local & Long Distance Hauling
•Safe, Secured Storage Facility
•24 Hour Emergency Service

assistant and recruiting coordinator
under Steve Fisher.
Perry has used his old recruiting
network to stock Eastern's roster
with a number of Michigan natives,
including sophomore guard Darius
Acuff of Detroit, who sat out last
season while becoming academically eligible.
Another Prop 48 sophomore
making his first start for Eastern
against Kentucky is 6-9 center
Ronnie Griffin, a former Louisville

AUDIO SPECIALIST
•We Install .8 Repair Automotive.
Home Theater, Whole House.
Commercial 8. Professional Audio
Equipment
*Whole House Audio Systems
of Nen Homes Av.v.lt,',

•Authorized Dish Network
Home Satellite Systems

"When It Comes To
Sound...Don't Fool Around!"
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Serving the are
with Honesty &
Experience

Also specializing in
commercial refrigeration
& cooking equipment,
window & mobile home units

coaching experience."
Three of the flags on that drive,
two for grabbing Sharpe's face
mask and one for hitting Brister in
the head after a sack, were against
linebacker Derrick Thomas.
"I was very pleased with our
players that they didn't strike
back," Denver coach Mike Shanahan said. "They kept their poise.
When you do that, you can pick up
some cheap first downs."
The Broncos didn't need any
help on their first two drives, which
covered 67 and 79 yards.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

tions mark (241) and needs two
touchdown passes to tie former
Racer Larry Tillman's single-season mark of 25 set in 1968.
"On that, Ilistin is like me, he
would rather beat Tennessee State
than set individual records," Johnson said. "We pay no attention to
things like that going into a game,
but if he sets some records along
the way,fine.
"It's more importpat to him that
the team be successful, and we appreciate that in Justin," Johnson
added. "But you like to see good
guys like him set records."
On the down side, Johnson said
offensive tackle Jud Carter may not
play Saturday because of a shoulder injury. Carter missed part of the
Tennessee State game before returning.
"We would like to redshirt
(freshman) Josh Foster and some
other guys, but if Jud can't go then
we'll have to make some hard decisions there," Johnson said.
"We've got a lot of aches and
pains on this team," he added.
"(Receiver) Joe Perez has a shoulder injury and he may be back, but
we don't know. Several other players are just beat up and physically
exerted."

88-74 exhibition win over the Australian All-Stars, which was close
until the final three minutes.

"Michael Bradley, Scott Padgett
and Jules Camara will have their
hands full trying to defend them inside," Smith said.

Since then, he said, "I've been
very pleased with practice. I think
the players have turned up the intensity somewhat."

Smith has praised the preseason
play- of freshmen Camara, Tayshaun Prince, Todd Tackett and J.P.
Blevins, but was critical of his upperclassmen in last Wednesday's

Kentucky won both its exhibitions, while Eastern split its two
games, beating Rose City Express
of Canada and losing to Basketball
Unlimited.

Put Your Family's
Future In The Hands
Of Someone
You Can
Trust - Your
Grange Agent.

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE
HEADQUARTERS
Annoucing

Marshall's
Low Cost

FINANCING
To Qualified

Buyers

36 Month payment plan.
Starting As Low As

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
,
Insurance
' Agency, Inc.

,...n

t

4 302 N 12th St

Audio & Electronics
Tony Boyd

759-0704
For all your heating
cooling needs...

are."
Kansas City (4-6), held to a season-low 31 yards rushing on 19 attempts, went from restless to reckless on Denver's final scoring
drive. Derek Loville's 1-yard TD
run came after Kansas City was penalized five times for 72 yards.
"I'm embarrassed and I'm humiliated," Schottenheimer said.
"The way we permitted the fourth
quarter to go is as great a disappointment as I've ever had in my

733-9627

,A, Pailm

prep standout.
Smith said he anticipates Griffin
challenging Kentucky's big men.

Guaranteed Best
Deals Around.

753-5562
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Slate Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices Bloomington, Illinois
Toledo 108, Grand Valley St. 58
Wisconsin 75, Wis.-Milwaukee 63

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Monday's Scores

SOUTHWEST

EAST
Navy 78, Rice 61
Penn St. 90, VMI 66
St Francis, N.Y 88. Lehigh 74
Villanova 86, George Mason 76

SOUTH
Auburn 94, Florida A&M 47
Clemson 66, Stetson 39
E. Tennessee St. 64, Middle Tennessee 59
Flonda 76, Georgia Southern 62
Florida Atlantic 88, St Thomas,
Fla. 80
Georgia Tech 103, Charleston
Southern 63
Jacksonville St 84. Miss Valley
St. 75
LSU 75, Texas-Pan American 56
Mississippi 91, Belmont 42
Morehead St. 97, Huntington 79
Old Dominion 84, Elon 70
Tenn.-Martin 74, Lyon 56
Vanderbilt 89. Austin Peay 79
Winthrop 79, Mercer 63

Arkansas St. 66, Baylor 64
Oklahoma St. 90, Northwestern St.
65

FAR WEST
Air Force 94, Wottord 75
E Washington 86. Concordia, Ore
76
Fresno St 114, Cal Poly-SLO 101
UNLV 95. Troy St 58
Washington 70. N C.-Wilmington
63
Washington St 91. Cent. Washington 78
TOURNAMENTS
Preseason NIT
First Round
Georga 84. Coll. of Charleston 63
Gonzaga 88, Memphis 73
Massachusetts 87. Niagara 73
North Carolina 65, Fla International 44
Purdue 77, III -Chicago 61
St. John's 105, N C -Asheville 50
EXHIBITION

MIDWEST
Ball St. 75. Michigan 64
Bowling Green 70, N. Iowa 68
E. Illinois 80. Missouri Baptist 54
Indiana St. 79, W Michigan 77
Kansas St. 72, Cal St -Fullerton 51
Marquette 85, Morgan St. 51

Akron 94. Rose City 53
Delaware Dynamite 71 Fairle[gh
Dickinson 66
Hofstra 96, Converse-All Stars 69
Minnesota 98, Philippmes 55
Samford 67. VASDA 60
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HUNTINGDON VALLEY Pa (AP) — The top
25 teams in the Sports Network Division I-AA
football poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, records through Nov 15, points, and previous ranking.
Record
Pts Pry
1. Georgia Southern (97)11-0 2.425 1
2 McNeese State
9-1
2,306 3
3. Appalachian State 9-1
2,240 4
4 Florida MM
9-1
2,068 5
5 Northwestern State 8-2
1,979 7
6 Western wools
1,916 2
9-2
7 Massachusetts
8-2
1,813 10
8 Richmond
1,735 12
8-2
9. Connecticut
8-2
1,631 13
10. Hampton
1,425 14
8-2
11. Tennessee State 8-2
1,408 16
12. William & Mary
7-3
1,300 6
13. Western Kentucky 7-3
1,231 15
14. Troy State
7-3
1 134 9
15. MURRAY STATE 7-3
1,113 8
16. Southern
7-3
921 17
17. Lehigh
10-0
822 20
18. Bethune-Cookman 8-1
821 18
19. Montana State
7.3
672 21
20. Montana
7-2
544 22
21. South Florida
7-3
508 19
22. Hofstra
7-3
414 23
23. Delaware
391 11
6-4
24. Jacksonville State 7-3
369 24
25. CS-Northridge
7-3
227 25
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ing for the championship, and the
better team that Saturday won," he
said. -My hat. is off to the Tennessee State coaches and players. They
won and they deserve the OVC
crown. I wish them the best of luck
in the playoffs."
Johnson attributed much of Tennessee State's 591 total yards to
good execution on the Tigers' part.
"I thought we had a great plan,
but we didn't execute a few times
and a few times we got out-athleted," he said.
A good example of that was
TSU's block of Murray State's late
field goal attempt that sealed the
game's outcome.
"There was no leakage up front,
they just put a speedster on the
edge; I came in Sunday and ran that
play back about 150 times deciding
who I was going to be mad at, but
I've decided that it was just a tremendously athletic play on their
part," Johnson said. "Give that
young man credit."
Now, the Racers must find a
way to put the loss to Tennessee
State behind and focus on Indiana
State. A win there would give the
Racers an 8-3 record -- with one of
the losses coming to Division I-A
Brigham Young -- and a reasonable
argument to be included in the
playoffs.
"I've always made the analogy
that I don't know of another sport
that mimics life like football, where
you don't always get what you
want and you have to pick yourself
up and go on," Johnson said.
"We're not dead yet.
"We're just going to try in meetings this week to put some closure
on the Tennessee State loss and get
ready for our next game," he added.
"If we can win at Indiana State and
get to the playoffs, who knows?"
Murray State quarterback Justin
Fuente, who passed for 391 yards
against Tennessee State, is in reach
of several OVC recotords.
Fuente needs just 11 passing
yards to break former Racer Michael Proctor's record for passing
yards in a season (2,812 in 1989).
Fuente is also 34 completions shy
of the single-season pass comple-

350 GM 2-Boit.
431.63
2.8 GM
435387.88.43
351 Ford Windsor
43 GM
36 month/50.000 mile warranty.
$4 42
Plus we offer the Caliber line
of Marshall Engines.

D & W Auto Parts

Murray

512 S. 12th St.

753-5842

753-4563

BRANDON(SID WOIRLD
121 By Pass • Murray, KY • 753-5315
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• Wrangler Shirts & Blouses $29"

• Winter Horse Blankets $99"
—Quilted Heavy Style—

• Circle Y Saddle Sale

• Wrangler Jeans
Men & Womens

• Many, Many More Specials
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Hwy. 94 East (The East Village) • Murray
759-4408
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Dollies Presents

THE XANADU DANCERS
LADIES
NIGHT

World elass

98 Pontiac Transport ....$21,900
97 Pontiac Sunbird

Men's elub

714es., Nov. 24
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Through Nov. 25th,
Free Honeysuckle turkey
from Kroger with any
automobile purchase.
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Limousine
Packages Available
includes ‘up to 7 passengers)
Champagne, CoverCharge & Roundtrip

Direct from
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Seen On:
Sally Jew Raphael
Gorden Elliot
HBO's Beet of Real Sea

24 hr. Emergency
Owned &
Operated By

9

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1998

Seen in:
Playgirl Magazine
Muscle if Fitness
GQ Magazine

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

18 & Up

:

10
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) R ATES
%ch
$6.25 Colman lack, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Aá 'What RYA *alum 6 Day Per.21,
52 25 per column inch extra for Tuesda) (ShoppLng Guide)
Reader Ads
30s per wont. 5600 mailman n day fre per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2.00 ass for Shoppa(rues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )52.00 extra for blind boa ads

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916
I OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

= Just Say "Charge It"
150
Computers

Articles

Ad Deadlines

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
standariled in 10
piarui and we write
Iii 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your
tnsurance, must pay
has been increased
to 9764 in 1998.
For more information
call:
M000NNELL

INSURANCE
AGENCY
753.4J,99
or nation wide
1-800-455-4199
Sour 35th year of semee•

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center.
502-753-5323
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
COME see us at Corner
Pocket Almo, Heights.
New games, pool, & music. Closed Wed. & Sun.
Open 0 4pm. To book a
night, 759-5005, after
4pm.
CONSIDERING Abortion'
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
LP Gas Refills
Lowest pnce in town. B&B
Broker's. 701 South 12th
Street. 753-4389.
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size, $31.50. Murray
Sewing Center 753-5323.

LOST: Black Lab, male
neutered, orange colla
with name tag. Saturday
Nov. 7th 0 15th & Main
St. area. Reward offered.
Call 753-0159

AREA REPS
good
with
Individuals
school/ community contacts to place and supervise an exchange student
for $825 1-800-964-4678
AVON
Earn extra money for
Christmas now
1-888-669-6820.
Inct/S1s/Rep
BUSINESS is booming,
we need help Leadership
positions only. Call Success Team for qualifications 1-800-378-5246_
DRIVERS
OTR Semi Dumps. Class
A/ HAzMat. Great pay &
benefits. Year round work.
Home weekends Call today, 492-8892.
EARN up to $1,000 the
first week. No experience
necessary. Call 24 hours
1-800-682-1482.

Lrci
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The Shed Cafe
'

"0

Located 9 miles north of Murray on Old 641.

Open Mon., Wed, Thurs. & Fri. 7 a.m.-9 .m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-Midnight
31 124,;11

dullio1 411 t vc.n.
&mew 3 3 tal.-cl ak.n.

LIVI ttii6

Featuring fish. plate lunches, grill,famous
for bean rolls and Sonny burgers

information call 437-456S
LP C3
Ogliair3.7:21c1FarDrIcIrc_31,15.MIPP -- ri-]

C,

For morcr

/ ALPINE,
)0ceordrosciab.

clarion'
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Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
D xi•land Center

753-0113

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Deli Help Needed
Part time & full time.
Apply at Owens Food
Market. Main Street,
Murray.
No phone calls please.
BRANCH MANAGER
Temporary
Manpower
Services is interviewing for
an office in Murray. We
are a 50 year old international company & the Largest Temporary service in
the world. This is a career
opportunity offering the following benefits.
'Health" Major Medical
Insurance
•Dental Insurance
*Life Insurance
'Tuition Reimbursement
•Short & Long Term
Disability Insurance
'Matching 401K
•Stock Purchasing Plan
'Business Expense
Reimbursement
Al! insurance is 10000
Company paid. The ideal
candidate will have a successful history in sales
with outside sales experience preferred. A degree
or business equivalent is a
must. Positions are salaried plus a percentage of
profits. Starting range in
the mid twenties.
Fax or mail resumes to:
District Manager
3555 Park Plaza Dr.060
Paducah, KY 42001
(Deadline for resumes
Nov. 20th)
Fax: 502-443-5011
www.manpower.com
Will conduct interviews,
Mon. Nov. 23rd in Murray.
DRIVERS/ OTR
Earn up to .440 per mile
including benefits with
Jolliff Transportation. A
place you can call home.
Call for details. 1-800-8735653 Mon Barn- Sat Noon.
FULL- time position available immediately. To assist
an office of used car lot.
Basic computer knowledge
is necessary. Call
502-437-4566.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring Assistant Manager.
We offer competitive pay,
health
comprehensive
benefits, along with a fine
working environment. Apply in person at: 926 S
12th St, Murray.
WORKING with developmentally disabled adults
nights, weekends, holidays. Wages start $6/hr.
Benefits: 401K, medical/
dental- full time employees. Apply: Community Alternatives, 6145 Symsonia
KY
Symsonia,
Hwy.
42082. Phone 527-2255.
Grip)* checks conducted.
WE/hot/F/0N.

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies

have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

•

WEDDING dress, Bndesmaid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10. Call 759-5339
after 6pm

270
Mobile Homes For S.

320
Apartments For Rant

1987 14x60 SUNSHINE2br, 1 bath with central
a/c, new carpet. Very nice
home. Down payment approx. $520 with monthly
payments low as $150/mo.
Keith Baker Homes, Paris
TN. 644-0012 or 1-800533-3568.
1989 16x70 SPIRAL- 3br,
2 bath with central a/c.
Large home for the growing family. Excellent condition. Down payment approx. $850, with monthly
payment approx. $200/mo.
Keith Baker Homes, Paris
TN. 644-0012 or 1-800533-3568.

1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $250/mo.
753-9562 ask for Tina
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apt, all appliances,
w/d included. $325/mo.
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4.444.
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR unfurnished, 2 blocks
MSU, all ages welcome
Low income, must qualify
Equal Housing Opportunity. 436-5685.
2 BEDROOM, appliances
furnished plus washer &
dryer. 713 Elm. $350 per
month. Call 753-1004.
2 BR Duplex in Cambridge
Estates. 753-6156.
2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up. No pets.
$420/mo. Security deposit.
492-8393.
2BR upstairs apt, water &
garbage paid. $250/mo
plus deposit. Call 7538355 between 8am-5pm
M-F.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
3BR apartment at 703 S
4th St, good condition.
new carpet, refrigerator &
stove furnished. $300/mo
with $300 deposit. 1 year
lease. Call 753-0839.

WASHER & dryer set,
519.95/wk. Call 753-4663.

1990 24x52 FLEETWOOD
Doublewide- 3br, 2 bath
WASHER for sale $75 with central a/c. CompleteWant ta Buy
oho 767-0701.
"
ly remodeled, beautiful
ANTIQUES & collectibles.
home. Down payment ap160
1 piece or all. Call 753prox. $1200, with monthly
Home Furnishing*
9433.
payment approx. $240/mo.
CASH paid for good, used 2PC living room group, Keith Baker Homes, Paris,
rifles, shotguns, and pis- 514.95/wk. Call 753-4663. TN. 644-0012 or 1-800533-3568.
tols. Benson Sporting BEDROOM
group,
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Mur- 515/wk. Call 753-4663.
BUCCANEER,
1994
ray.
2 full
NEW Futon, wood frame, 16x80, 3 bedroom,
furnished.
partly
bath,
753$200.
black cushion.
150
Must sell, take over payArtictos
6270, after 6pm.
For Sato
SELL, Buy, Consign pre- ments. 436-5692.
MOBILE HOME, 6
owned, good used furni- NEW
16FT. Metal tree stands
months old, low down payture & accessones.
$100 each. 753-3958.
ment, 14X70 Fleetwood,
753-2733.
$22,000. Also 1984 Olds.
200 AMP service pole,
753-0013
$325. 767-0470.
OLDER 2br 12x60 Mobile
ANTIQUE collectable dolls
Home. Good condition.
for sale. Call 435-4565, af$30.00 a rick/ minimum Great for lake or farm
ter 4pm.
two ncks. 753-4980.
workers. $3,500 obo.
FIBERGLASS truck top759-4800.
per, fits full-size Chevy & FIREWOOD, delivered.
474-9712.
REDUCED to $9,500.
Ford. $250. 435-4578.
FOR SALE: Princess & FIREWOOD. 436-2587, 1989, 14x76, 2br, 2 bath,
spacious,
redecorated,
Erin Ty Beanie Babies. leave message.
SEASONED firewood. De- c/h/a. 435-4305.
Call 492-8566.
FRENCH Provincial Dining livered. 474-9712.
room suit, table, 6 chairs
Homes For Rant
260
with pad, China cabinet,
le Horne Lots For Salt
tea cart. $250. 753-4981.
14X80 2BR concrete drive
HO Scale model trains LOT
up, ready to hook Water & trash pickup
$350 deposit. 492-8488.
Good selection. Call
on. Call 767-9435.
759-3483.
LOTS at Bethel Estates, 2BR in country with stove,
KENMORE all in one
refrigerator, a/c, and storeast of Murray. 767-9435
washer & dryer, $350.
age building. Gas heat. No
Chandelier & two matching
pets. $250 plus deposit.
Mobile Homes For Baia
ceiling lights, $50.
437-4386.
753-8009.
2BR Mobile Home on PopLEER topper, red, fits 14X70 3BR, 11/2 bath. Ex- lar Springs road. $275 on
Dodge Dakota extended tra nice. 753-9866.
a month to month basis.
cab, 64X80. Good condi- 1982 WINDSOR 14X70 Call A-Plus Realty
tion. $350 obo. Call 474- 3br, 2 full bath, c/h/a. Must
753-3100.
8340 after 6pm. Please be moved. All electric. Call 2BR, 2 bath. Rent to own
leave message.
753-5136.
in Grogan's Trailer park.
Central h/a. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
3 BEDROOM $260/mo.
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
753-6012.
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
NICE
2br, clean.
14X70
Do you want a career' Do you want to earn 550K-, per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to 641 South. 492-8488.
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
NICE 2br, 6 miles Northsurrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
Wal-Mart.
of
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be east
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they $200/mo, $200 deposit.
would want to be treated I work strictly above board. and I
Good references.
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
753-6012.
have these qualifications. I would very much enioy talking to
you and explain the benefits our company has to offer.
Gardens
Murray Memorial
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call for directions if needed. No resume please
1'2 ACRE lot, $100/mo.
I hire people. not paper E 0 E
753-6012.

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative

070
Domestic &
Childcare

Wiggins Furniture

A computer provides en- RENTAL Property Accesioyment all year and for sories: Kitchen cabinets,
years to come Nothing stoves, refrigerators, wall
down and no payments heaters, gas stove heatuntil 1999 on a new com- ers, a/c's, carpeting, ceilputer for Chnstmas now at ing fans and much more!
Hawkins Research, Inc Come see at 710 Poplar.
computers also Starting 10am, Nov. 12
Used
available- 1304 Chestnut thru Dec. 15.
Street, Murray, Kentucky
SEE us for your barn or
502-753-7001
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.

my
in
BABYSITTING
home. References.
753-4287.
after
&
CHILDCARE
school drop offs available.
Meals, snacks included.
Alma area. 753-9077.
CLEANING houses is my
business.. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HEATHER'S Family Child
Care provides care to parents on a budget. Fulltime rate is $57/wk. Provider is C.P.R. & First Aid
certified Located in town!
Call Now! 759-4649
100

WORK From Home Mar
kets in herbal, botanical
Swiss skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products
Mercedes car bonus. Unlimited income Call Pam
Perry, 502-522-8758.

MDM
Computer.Com
Computer repair and upon site service
grades
Custom built systems by
certified Tech 753-2316
pager 742-1552

Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

TRANSIT DRIVERS WANTED

rl. 11
Fri. 3
Mon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

VISA

For Saki
ROY'S HOME
MEDICAL
-Were the Home Town
People" in Home Medical
Equipment 604 South
12th St, Murray, (Inside
Walter's Pharmacy)
753-7565

Deadline
Day & Time

Publish Day
Monday_
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday _
Friday
Saturday

3BR economical apartment, water included.
$400/mo deposit. 5353
121 South. 489-2296.

3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
EXTRA nice, lbr, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, lyr lease, 1 ma
deposit, No pets.
753-2905.
FURNISHED efficiency.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
Mon.-Fri.
8am-5pm,
Equal
(502)753-8668,
Housing Opportunity.
NEAR University- Extra
large 2br apt. Large living
room. Kitchen- dinette
combo. Loads of closet
space. Luxury carpet.
Range, refrigerator, disposer, dishwasher, wash300
er- dryer hookup. $350 de7
BUSinetS Itentsis
posit- $350/mo. 753-4560
M-F gam-5pm.
NEW 1 br apt, University
Heights, w/d, dishwasher,
stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
Various size suites
Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
Walnut Plaza
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
104 N. 5th
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dry753-8302 or
er, furnished, near MSU.
753-9621
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
NOW RENTING
753-1252 before 5pm,
Offices of various sizes 753-0606 after 5pm.
and prices. Furnished or SMALL apartment and
unfumished, paid utilities
sleeping room Block from
PROFESSIONAL
University. 759-4826.
BUILDING
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
415 S. 4th St.
duplex w/garage, applian759-0633, 436-2856 eve- ces furnished, central gas
nings.
h/a, $550/mo. lyr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets. 753BUILDING
2905.

Office Space

Murray Calloway Transit Authority is
accepting applications for part-time driver.
MCTA's operational hours are Monday through
FOR RENT
Friday. 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Applicants must
be able to work flexible hours and special
at 214 N. 15th St.
assignments. Work hours can be as few as three
On Campus-MSU
hours or as many as eight hours per day as
Call anytime at
demand dictates. Pre-employment drug screen
753-6111
and physical including hearing and visionit
exams are required.
OFFICE or store space in
Soutfiside Shopping CenAll applicants must have a
ter. 753-4509. 753-6612
-valid Kentucky Drivers License
-safe driving record
-CDL License or be willing to attain license
FOR LEASE
within six months as a condition ofemployment
Retail Space
-knowledge of city streets and county roads
Available
Immediately
MCTA participates in random drug screening
and is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
2,000 sq. ft. and
7,800 sq. ft.
Applications are available in the Murray
Bel-Air Center
Calloway Transit Authority Office, Weeks
Community Center, 607 Poplar, Murray.
Call 783-4751

In

Loving Memory

In Memory of Dan Eberhard
1918 - 1997
God saw he was getting tired,
And a cure was not to be.
So he put his arm around him
And whispered "come with me."
With tearful eyes we watched him suffer,
and we watched him fade away.
Although we loved him dearly,
We couldn't make him stay.
A golden heart stopped beating.
Hard working hands were put to rest.
God breaks our hearts
to prove to us He only
takes the best.
I love and miss you,
Judy

Classifieds
Office Open

2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath, family room, garage, 4 miles
south 641 492-8120

47 -lemma,
agatiaisaa
--g.azistedubiaib.raimab

[I:

10x1
& Sy
Cunr-t

Lots For Sale

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mall: carolwood@msn.com

Selfon C
Shoni

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
Xathan 31 :Adler
owner

NOR'
prese
ble
7536

Wh

Free
Pickup
and
Delivery

if y

befi

for

Re(

Available
Hand Wash/Wax (inside St out)
6 days •8 a.m.-8 p.m. cars trucks, utility
'17.50/45.00
Call 767-0931 or
414-0931

mini-vans
full size vehides

'22.50/50.00
'2730/55.00

45

$5.00 Off New Customers
Dra 11s1 199,
4/

103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621

•Quality Bedding at affordable prices
•Come see wbat you've been missing
•Mattress sets starling at $169.00
•••••

Crossed -Wires?
the
No Problem!
Call

Tech Support
Specialist
Justin Crosser
Repair, Upgrade, Training
& Installation

(502) 759-8662•(502)853-3967
1709 College Farm Rd, Murray, KY 42071

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales

3BR. 1 bath, well insulated, central h/a, garage.
$400/mo + deposit. Stove,
refrigerator, w/d hookur
No pets. Phone after 6pm
502-489-2456.

3BR,
ma
Sminuti
tral hi
applia
clean
lease.
posit.
Call 4:
3BR,
ray, 1
3787.
4BR
blocks
h/a,
dryer,
fence(
North
75,
NEW
availa
alty. 7
NICE
lake,
hook-i

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

computer
room.
SLEEPING
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

2BR,
Drive,
posit
2BR,
miles
Depo!
$250/r
3BR
$375/r

112 So. 121h Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

I
U

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 199e

11

a40
Pet RIMt

11.1.1.....1101•114.0

11111111111111111111111111111/01,

Lard

tier

2BH house gas heat,
close to MSU $350/mo
Call 753-6855
2BR, 1 bath, electnc heat,
stove & refrigerated furnished, $450/mo. No pets
753-2905
2BR, 8 miles Northwind
Drive, $325/mo plus deposit. 753-8582.
2BR, stove, refrigerator. 8
miles southeast of Murray
Deposit,
references
$250/mo. 492-8594.
3BR house in Murray,
$375/mo plus deposit.
753-4509.
3BR, 11/2 bath in Panorama Shores near lake, 15
minutes from Murray. Central h/a, all major kitchen
appliances, comfortable.
clean and quiet. 6mo
lease. $400/mo plus deposit. Refences required.
Call 436-2094.
3BR, 3 miles east of Murray, $475/mo. Call 7533787.
4BR house for rent, 3
blocks from MSU. Central
h/a, 11/2 baths, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, carport,
fenced in backyard. 104
North 17th St. Call
753-3558 after 5pm.
NEW 3br, 2 bath house
available. Call Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444.
NICE 1 br house, close to
lake, screen porch, w/d
hook-up. $300/mo.
436-2211.

1200S0 ft office budding
north 4th St., $95,000
Grey's Properties, 7592001 or Jean at 753-3584

AKC Pembroke Welsh corgi puppies, red & white, 9
weeks old 901-235-0010
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
300
Livestock & Suppliee
HAY, square Ld eS $2.00,
round bales, last years
$10.00, this years $20.00.
Picked up. 753-5940 or
436-5946.
PYGMY goats for sale
436-5429

14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
17 ACRES, more or less
Beautiful building site or
excellent hunting ground
Located in Tennessee, but
on the Kentucky state line
Call Marty, Moody Realty
Company.
1 -800-6425093 MLS #28923.
35 ACRES, mostly woods,
699Ib burley base in North
Calloway Co. Will sell all
or part. 759-2316, eves.
NORTH of Murray. 7679435.

HALEY Appraisals. Bob NEW house in Kirksey.
3br, 2 bath, hardwood
Haley, state certified.
floors, all brick, two car ga759-4218.
IMMACULATE
Vinyl rage, on two acres.
Home in Sedalia school $105,000. Call 489-2842.
district. Has 8.8 fenced 2 BEDROOM, brick, nice
acres, 24x16 garage, lot, 4 minutes west of
25x32 barn, 2 sheds, town. Natural gas, public
h/a.
central
fenced stock barn & utility water,
bldg. Gibbs Realty, call $69,900. Avialiable immeGale Cooper, 502-247- diatly. 753-7724 or 7537738. Pager 502-391- 5303.
0121.
2BR, 11/2 bath, brick
KOPPERUD Realty has house. Central h/a, firebuyers waiting to purchase place with gas logs, fully
homes-all price ranges. If landscaped, newly remodyou are thinking of selling eled. 32X32 masonry
contact one of our courte- block building. Small 1 car
ous and
professional garage, 5 acre wooded lot.
agents at 753-1222 or stop Call after 5pm, 435-4014.
by office at 711 Main St.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
440
garage, appliances. ColeLots For Sale
man RE. 753-9898.
4 YEARS old, large lot.
& 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes 753-6725.
rom town. City water, caBY Owner: 4,000 s.f.
119 Main • 753-6266
blevision now & gas soon.
house on 3 lots (approx. 1
Land/ home
package
C-STORAGE
acre). 10 rooms total, 4br,
available.
502-437%4838.
10x15 storage units, 4th St
31/2 baths, large entertain& Sycamore E. Next to BUILDABLE lot in South- ment/ TV room, den, 2 fireCunningham Auto Repair. west Villa Subdivision. Pri- places, wood deck, many
753-3571.
vate owner. 1-800-42E- upgrades, gazebo/ hot tub.
8135 (Pin-00)
Asking $199,000. Will conNeon Beach
sider trade of smaller
house (1500-2000 s.f.).
Mini-Storage
753-4882.
All Size Units
15.5 ACRES with nice 4br COMPLETELY remodeled
Available
hOrne, stock barn, tobacco 3br, 1 bath, in Hazel. City
753-3853
barn, pasture, with 2 utilities, large garage.
spnng- fed creeks, 10 mi- Pnced in $30's. 759-4826.
CREEKVIEW
nutes from city; $79,500.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Self-storage warehouses E-Z Terms. 753-4984.
Lease with options. 3BR, 1
on Center Drive behind BUY land, buy land, now! bath brick home. Newly
Shoney's. $20-$40/mo.
20 acres, 121 South, nice painted & papered, new
759-4081.
building sites. $33,250, carpet. At a price you can
10% down, bank rates.
afford, $57,500. Kopperud
753-9302.
Realty, 753-1222.
MLS#3001444.
CROP acreage for lease in
Harris Grove area. Corn NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
All Sizes Available just cut. Ready for wheat. nice area. Must sell, 80's.
Land owner to get clear 753-3312, day. 759.9381.
third of crop proceeds. NICE country home, 3br, 2
bath, large rooms, garage
435-4602, 559-8510.
with 32X40.block shop. On
NORTHWOOD
storage
2.5 acres. Call after 5pm.
presently has units availa753-3222.
ble. 753-2905 or 753NORTH Villa otters this
7536.
new construction featuring
4br with master having sitting area and private bath
w/jacuzzi tub. Other features are formal dining
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
room, large great room
if you have been turned down
and inviting eat-in kitchen
before. Loans available
with appliances. The unfinfor 1st time buyers, bad
ished upstairs could be a
credit, TepO'S OT bankruptcy.
great rec. room. Priced in
the
$140's.
MLS
Call Kenny at
#3002428. Contact Kop(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256
perud Realty, 753-1222.
ONE owner, 3br, 11/2
baths, 2 miles east of MurC.S. Highway
247-9300
Mayfield
ray. Hardwood and tile
45 South
1-800.874-0256
Kentucky
floors, woodburning stove
in den, carport & 2 car garage. Priced in the $80's.
For,appointment to see,
call 753-0444.
PRICED to sell- 2br, 2
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
bath situated on shaded
building contractor. With blueprints & specilka.
lot close to town. Immeditions we can give N'BUI a contract price belnre we
ate possession. 753-4549
start. If you are la tidecickd we work on a cost plus
or 762-1659.
basis.
All llit ne"vilY building codesWe also specialize in construction of lake
homes. large or small.

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

limits.
d. You
-194 W.

)g

Metal
'Prim
post

641 Storage
753-5585

WANT ADS
WORK

Auto Loans

Free
Pickup
and
)elivery

,ide & out)

.17.5045.00
..'22.50150.00
..'27.50/55.00

mers

)e

rray

prices
;sing
).00

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

Now is a Great Time to Build

Bruce Green
BusiIsIin,.j

hie.

YAMAHA
4-Zinger,
$1,500. Call after 6pm
489-2470

(502) 753-8343
-Can Utulty Vettitles

ires?
m!

)ort
St
Training

53-3967

Nat
"Paul Lamb"
502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimates
Hedge Tnmming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

Y 42071

MAW etaWyt%
• Interior
• Exterior
• Remodeling
• Roofing

• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small
• Vinyl Siding

Fast Dependable Service

436-2102 ask for Bon

1987 CHEVROLET Blaz
er, rebuilt engine & trans
mission, dark green with
tinted windows. Sharp!
With or without Monster
Stereo system, new tires.
753-8384.
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
p/w, p/I, cruise, tilt, 4dr,
good condition. $7,450.
753-4445
1991 S10 4-door Blazer
4X4 $6,800 or trade.
489-6169.
1992 FORD EXPLORER,
EDDIE BAUER EDITION.
4x4, Black ext. when
leather interior, am/fm
cassette & CD player w/
factory remote changer.
All power, many other
options, 82xxx miles.
Excellent condition!
$12,200. Call 474-8704
between 4 & 8pm.
1993 FORD Bronco XLT
4X4 black all power nice
$11,800 obo Days, 759
1492 Nights, 492-8899

"N.,
\.

1996 JEEP Grand Cherokee limited, good condition, first owner $17,500
obo. Phone 759-2130

1965 CORVAIRE, $1200
or best offer. 753-2581
1971 VW Super Beetle,
clean intenor, mechanically sound, needs hood,
fender. Make offer
435-4190.
1988 CADILLAC Sedan
Deville. Loaded with looks,
serviced and maintained in
good condition. See at
1641 Farmer Avenue, call
after 5pm weekdays.
759-1297.
1988 CHEV. good cond.
best otter. 753-6239, 7539627.
1989 CELEBRITY wagon,
auto- air, no rust, runs
great. $1,350. Also, 1989
Ford Escort, 4-door, autoair, no rust, runs great.
$1,250. Must sell!
767-0508
1989 CORVETTE Convertible. Burgundy w/camel
top, automatic, 52xxx
miles, new tires. Mint
cond. Call Mike or Pete
759-1600 days.
1990 BMW 325 convertible, red with black top. Also includes separate black
hard top. Classic car, immaculate condition. Asking
$12,000. Phone Bill, 7531222, days or 753-6620,
evenings.

1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30' Camping Trailer
EXCELLENT Condition
$12,500 436-2225

A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump
removal, tree
spraying Serving Murray,
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal, tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs. No
Job Too Small.
492-6267, 759-5485.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.
ALL TYPES OF WORK
Landscaping,
hedges,
lawn sweeping, seeding
and fertilizing.
Tree trimming, removal
Brush, briar
clearing,
bushhogging, sickle mowing. Gutter cleaning with
screen installation, hauling. Message, 753-2092.

1992 LINCOLN Towncar,
18 city/ 24 hwy mpg. Like ANTIQUE refinishing, furnew. Asking $8500. 1983 niture repair & custom
Buick Electra, 1 owner, woodworking. 753-8056.
79xxx miles, $1495 obo.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
753-7419.
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
1993 LINCOLN Towncar,
502-767-9552.
white, loaded, 84xxx. Loan
APPLIANCE REPAIR
asking
Value
$9800,
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
$10,500. 436-5224 or 767years experience. BOBBY
0345.
HOPPER, 436-5848.
1993 MUSTANG LX white,
BACKHOE SERVICE
AT, A/C, clean, no damROY HILL. Septic system,
age. $5,700. 354-9083.
1994 PONTIAC Grand drive-ways, hauling, founAm, V6, 2-door, dark dations, etc. 436-2113.
green, tinted windows, BASEMENTS & Homes.
power locks, new tires. Sub & General contractGreat condition. 67,XXX ing. Insulated concrete
miles. Well kept. Beautiful forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007.
car! $8,000. 489-2753.
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
1995 CAVALIER, 4dr, new All work guaranteed. Free
tires, ext. warranty, excel- estimates. 753-1134,
lent condition. $6,900 obo.
492-8584.
759-2251.
C&D Plumbing & Electhc.
1996 CAMRY LE, gold License# 4695. Office 753pack, loaded with security 1252, home 753-5705,
system, 38,XXX miles. 489-2918. We'll do busiCan't afford with son in ness for you!!
college. Buy out lease for CARPET cleaned by Cert.
$15,000. Call 759-1217, Techs. Murray Carpet &
anytime.
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime.
1996 GRAND Pnx. 2 door
CARPET Cleaning
red, 31,XXX, loaded with
Emergency Water RemovCD player. Call 759-1274.
al. Free Estimates. Satis1998
WHITE
Camry fied
References. Call
w/gold package, 10xxx Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
miles, CD, sunroof, spoil- CARPORTS for cars and
er, extra sharp! Car phone trucks. Special sizes for
optional, $20,900. Days motor home, boats, RVs
753-0140, evenings 753- and etc. Excellent protec6068.
tion, high quality, excellent
FOR sale: 1995 Plymouth value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Neon. $6,000 obo. Call
767-0556, after 6pm.

Chimney
Chim
CHIM
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
services 10% senior citidiscount Contact
zen
Tracy Manning, 435-4006.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. `Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DRYWALL Finishing, new
construction or remodeling. Larry Chnsman 4928742.
ELECTRICIAN
Walter's Electrical Works.
No job too large or too
small. Call for all your
electrical needs. 15 years
experience. 436-5376.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, at reasonable prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
GUTTERS:
Quality Seamless Aluminum Gutters- Gutter supplies & maintenance. Variety of colors. Reasonable
Prices. Licensed. Also Vinyl Shutters & Vinyl siding
supplies. Call West KY
Seamless Gutters, 7530278, for all your gutter
needs.
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing,
yard
work,
proches & decks. Any job.
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
HOUSE Cleaning Service.
References & reasonable
rates. Phone 753-5612 after 3pm.
L & L Handyman Service
For all your Home and Mobile home repairs & remodeling. Specializing in
painting and plumbing.
Free estimates- 753-4748,
354-6475.
L&J HOME BUILDERS
New construction. Remodling. Electrical, vinyl siding.
Plumbing repair. Licensed
& Insured. 753-0353.
LAMB Bros. Dozing and
Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
436-6266.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
LEAF
Raking, gutter
cleaning and hauling. 43E2102 ask for Joseph.
LEAF Bagging, we haul off
or mulch. All lawn needs
available. Yard Tech, 4374723.
MONEY going out your
windows? Call the Window
Doctor for a free energy
loss inspection. 759-4599.

GEVISOLD

1992 GRAND Caravan LE
dual air, AM/FM cassette,
new
battery, 84,XXX
miles. $7,900. 753-8734.
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(FARM MACHINERY AUCTION)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5TH AT 10:00 A.M.
-JAIICAL ilIE

Elf4C1 I'LP

F.I:11

NEAR FULTON, KY - AT WATER VALLEY
VERY GOOD FARM MACHINERY

1975 CHEVY Pickup, solid
truck, 6cyl, runs good,
good tires & heater, $600
obo. Also very clean wood
stove, $100. 759-4399.

TRACTORS - - TRUCKS
PLANTING - TILLAGE EQUIPMENT • AND MORE!!
This Will Be An OPEN SALE
For Farm Machinery Consignments!
if You Have Machinery To Sell
Then Consign To This Fine Auction!!
Contact James R. Cash Auction
For Details At 502-623-8466
DON'T MISS THIS AUCTION!!

1979 FORD F150, good
truck, low miles. $1,200.
Seen at 413 South 9th St, -111XL NIES VIC - IC/1%SM!
7-2•E AUCTIONEER IL REAL ESTATE BROKER
Murray. After 5:30pm call
FANCY FARM. KY- S02-623-8466
I
aC
1171Z
7-1-1E SELL //VG AAA CI-fV/fF
753-3958.
5A77UIREIAT, DECEMBER STIII
1989 S10, 4cyl, 5sp, a/c,
$1375 obo. 753-7397.
1991 FORD Ranger XLT,
bedliner, chrome wheels.
$2400 obo. 759-9600

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

1993 F150, new tires,
camper top, bed liner,
85,XXX miles. Cheap. Call
after 6pm, 753-8984.
1994 S-10 LS. 5sp, a/c,
black w/gray interior, new
tires_ 753-1055 or 7534956 after 5pm.

Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

1997 F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended Cab
Red & silver, run1/4
great, looks great, 1,
great. Must sell
though. Call
759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loaded,
fully satety
equipped truck

(502) 4374545
MN

911

WYANT9S
Hand-washing, Detailing, Wax Jobs. rev
Pick-up and Deliver Service In Town. Qualits
Products and Satisfaction Is Guaranteed.

I Ialiodnonci Offer 115% err your first car wash
& Detail $20 • Vans, Trucks,
I Hand-wash
SUV's $25 • Was jobs $45 &
I look forword to Ten,
*yoal.

$55

753-7262
•
161 mom no me

Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-759-4979
N

N

N"..N.

N

"..N.

NNN.NN's N

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web

Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobllesonline.com.

CUSTOS. 110TCHEN CABINETS
CUST061 WOOCWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
40c1 SUNBURY

MURRAY (Beheld Bunny Bread)
753-.040

•

•

.

San* Brothers
ree Service
502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trim
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality S

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

ul

MORRIS Home
Improvement
All types home repair &
improvement One call
does it all. 759-4599.
PAINTING
Intenor Extenor
Free estimates. 437-4364
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
QUALITY new homes for
less $ $. HOME DESIGN
CENTER. 759-0220.
R & R Construction
Additions, remodeling, vinyl siding, roofing, barn repairs, decks, replacement
windows. Free Estimates.
436-5370.
STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING
The best in impenal rib,
standing seam, stonecoated steel, & copper.
Best deals December
through February_
1
753-6585
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
VINYL & aluminum siding.
All kinds of construction &
home repairs. Also mobile
home repairs. 759-4401.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years expenence. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WILL clean and screen
gutters or tnm your trees.
Call David 436-5394.
WILL clean homes & offices after 5pm on weekdays or anytime Saturdays. Have references.
Call 753-8355 ask for Patsy or 436-5394.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

week

--!lar•
..
•
th.

•

18FT Heavy duty utility
trailer with dove tail. Wood
floor, lights and electric
brakes. $950. 759-4727.

•

.1)

Owned S Operated By
Tim Lamb

FREE. Baldwin Organ,
does not work. 436-5363.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Nov. 18, 1998:
You are unusually creative and dynamic. New beginnings are possible.
You revise your looks, reinvent your
love life and blossom financially. You
are capable of anything and everything. You have a tendency to see
situations and events from only your
vantage point. Be open to different
perspectives. If you are single, there
is no reason for you to continue this
status unless you choose. You will
have at least one suitor, if not more.
Be sure of what you want. If attached, your love life proves spicy;
your significant other can't resist
you. Make the welfare of the relationship the top priority. SCORPIO
is a soul mate.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Opportunity strikes in many
forms. Intuition directs you toward
a partnership. Together, you make
an impression and move mountains.
High energy allows you to cover the
ground you need. New financial and
emotional resolutions are likely to
stick. Tonight: Where the action is.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Agree with a testy partner.
Take a long lunch,and do something
special for him. Creativity, togetherness and happiness mark your
interactions. A friend needs to know
what you want, so he can respond.
Tonight: A midweek break.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Pace yourself, yet be efficient. A boss acknowledges you for a
job well done, but he might drop
more work on you simultaneously.
Changes on the home front work
well with your career. Invest more of
yourself in your work. Tonight: Off
to the gym.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Nothing can stop you but
you. You are a bundle of energy, as
you accomplish more than a day's
work. Allow more excitement and
creativity into your work and rela-

CAR VALET

•

M & T Painting

M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels Free estimates
All work guaranteed!
489-6125
No job too small!

tionship. Do not turn down an offer
to see new honzons. Tonight: Play
the night away!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Let go of a bias. It's OK for a
partner to run with the ball. You opt
to stabilize a relationship or expand
your domestic security. Be clear
about what you expect. New beginnings are possible if you are willing.

Someone opens up to you. Tonight:
Put your feet up.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Someone tells you what he
wants from you. Pace yourself carefully, as others have their requests.
A relationship opens up for you.
Evaluate and question what you
want in open discussions. New beginnings are possible.Think through
a new purchase. Tonight: Talk.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Expenses go overboard, yet
you accomplish a lot. Think through
an investment carefully, whether it
involves your time or funds. Just
how much you can handle is the real
question, and only you can answer
that. What occurs could change your
finances. Tonight: Pay bills first.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You are clearly on a roll.
Your personality melts down
someone's normal restraints. Work
with an indulgent mood. Creativity
runs high in this happy atmosphere.
An image change could be a perfect
reflection of a change within. Tonight: Just ask for what you want.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Take another look at what you
want. Be easy on others, and it will
come back in multiples. A family
member or roommate wants to share
good news. Be willing to adapt. You
will like the results. Make new beginnings for you, not for someone
else. Tonight: Do your own thing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Aim for what you want;
someone is all ears. A decision makes
new beginnings possible. Touch base
with others, and network. Communications excel and allow greater
understanding. You are heading in
the right direction. Tonight: With
your friends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You can't refuse a business
offer that could enhance your financial status. But don't kid yourself;
you will also be spending more. You
finally reach an understanding with
someone. Mutual respect and caring
flow. A partner chips in and does his
share. Tonight: A must appearance.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your positive attitude allows draws others to you. If you can
be less judgmental, someone will
reveal a lot more. Happiness abounds
if you are receptive to someone's
strong move or words. He means
well. Decide on a trip. Tonight: Flip
through travel brochures.

•
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